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Welcome to St. John’s!

Bienvenue à St. John’s!

As the venue for our 2018 conference, St. John’s possesses
a remarkable collection of architectural, urban, and landscape histories. St. John’s is one of the oldest European
settlements in North America. Since the 16th century, the
city has served as the capital of England’s first overseas
colony, the independent Dominion of Newfoundland, and
now Canada’s tenth province. The city is replete with projects that date from these three distinct periods and that
reflect the island’s unique environment and cultural history.
This year’s conference will be held at the base of Signal
Hill, a National Historic Site overlooking the entrance to St.
John’s Harbour.

En tant que lieu de notre conférence de 2018, St. John’s
possède une remarquable collection d’histoires architecturales, urbaines et paysagères. St. John’s est l’une des
plus anciennes colonies européennes en Amérique du
Nord. Depuis le 16e siècle, la ville a servi de capitale de
la première colonie d’outre-mer de l’Angleterre, du Dominion indépendant de Terre-Neuve, et maintenant de la
dixième province du Canada. La ville est remplie de projets
qui datent de ces trois périodes distinctes et qui reflètent
l’environnement unique et l’histoire culturelle de l’île. Le
congrès de cette année se tiendra au pied du lieu historique national de Signal Hill, surplombant l’entrée du port
de St. John’s.

Hard and Soft Histories

Histoires ‘dures’ et ‘douces’

Newfoundland is “the rock.” Its geography and climate are
notoriously hard, but its people—known for their hospitality, language, and song—are famously soft. Likewise,
buildings, cities, and landscapes form the physical fabric
of our everyday lives, but they are also backgrounds to
the cultural and social practices that take place there. This
year’s annual conference reflects on hard and soft histories
in order to explore how the Canadian built environment
participates in shaping diverse identities, societies, and
praxes.

Terre-Neuve est aussi surnommé « le rocher ». Sa géographie et son climat sont célèbres pour leur dureté, alors
que ses habitants, réputés pour leur hospitalité, leur
langage et leur chant, sont inversement connus pour leur
tempérament très doux. De la même façon, les bâtiments, les villes et les paysages forment le tissu physique
de notre vie quotidienne, en plus d’être également le
lieu de pratiques culturelles et sociales qui s’y déroulent.
Cette année, la Société pour l’étude de l’architecture au
Canada lance un appel pour recueillir des sujets d’histoire
contrastés–traitant du formel et de l’informel, du fixe
et du souple, du lourd et du léger, du contenant et du
contenu–qui nous aideront à examiner de quelle façon
l’environnement bâti joue un rôle dans la formation des
identités, des sociétés et des praxis au Canada.

Les lieux du congrès
La réception d’ouverture de cette année aura lieu à Rocket
Bakery. Anciennement l’édifice Neyle-Soper, cette quincaillerie de 1895 a été restaurée de 1998 à 2001 et a reçu
un prix Southcott du Newfoundland Historic Trust. Rocket
Bakery est situé sur Water Street, au cœur du centre-ville
de St. John’s.
˂ The Colonial Building, 90 Military Road
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The Venues

Les inscriptions, les séances thématiques et notre assemblée générale annuelle se tiendront au Johnson Geo Centre, un établissement moderne situé en partie sous terre
et enterré sur le côté de Signal Hill afin que les caractéristiques géologiques naturelles soient exposées à l’intérieur
du bâtiment. Les murs sont formés à partir de roches
âgées de 550 millions d’années et le bâtiment est chauffé
et refroidi à l’aide de six puits géothermiques. Le bâtiment
a été conçu par le regretté Charles Cullum, un architecte
de St. John’s qui a obtenu son diplôme de l’Architectural
Association à Londre en 1953.

This year’s opening reception will be held at Rocket Bakery.
Formerly the Neyle-Soper Building, this 1895 hardware
store was restored from 1998 to 2001 and earned a Southcott Award from the Newfoundland Historic Trust. Rocket
Bakery is located on Water Street in the heart of downtown
St. John’s.
Registration, thematic paper sessions, and our annual
general meeting will be held at the Johnson Geo Centre, a
modern facility located partially below ground and buried
into the side of Signal Hill so that natural geological features are exposed inside the building. Walls are formed
from 550 million year old rock and the building is heated
and cooled using six geothermal wells. The building was
designed by the late Charles Cullum, a St. John’s-based
architect who graduated from the London Architectural Association in 1953.

Enfin, le banquet de cette année aura lieu au Mallard Cottage, un restaurant en bois vieux de 300 ans situé dans
le village de pêcheurs historique de Quidi Vidi et classé
17ième meilleur restaurant au Canada en 2017.

Conférencier invité
Le 23 mai, le SSAC accueillera une conférence publique de
l’historien de l’architecture, photographe et ancien président de la société Peter Coffman. Cette conférence aura
lieu à The Rooms, une installation contenant le musée
provincial, les archives et la galerie d’art. Conçu par les
architectes locaux Philip Pratt, Charles Henley et Paul
Blackwood, le bâtiment rappelle la disposition ad hoc des
magasins, des vigneaux et des quais dans une «salle de
pêche» traditionnelle de Terre-Neuve.

Finally, this year’s conference banquet will be held at Mallard Cottage, a 300 year old wooden restaurant located in
the historic fishing village of Quidi Vidi and rated 17th best
restaurant in Canada in 2017.

Public Lecture
On May 23rd the SSAC will host a public lecture by architectural historian, photographer, and past president of the society Peter Coffman. This lecture will be held at The Rooms,
a facility containing the provincial museum, archives, and
art gallery. Designed by local architects Philip Pratt, Charles
Henley and Paul Blackwood, the building recalls the ad hoc
arrangement of stores, flakes, and wharves in a traditional
Newfoundland “fishing room,” or harbour.

Jelly Bean Row Housing, Kings Road ˃
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Program

Programme

(QV) Quidi Vidi & Gibbett Hill Rooms
(CG) Celestial Gallery

(QV) Quidi Vidi & Gibbett Hill Rooms
(CG) Celestial Gallery

Tuesday, May 22
Rocket Bakery, 3rd floor, 272 Water Street

Mardi, 22 mai
Rocket Bakery, 3ème étage, 272 Water Street

7:00-10:00
		
		

7:00-10:00
		
		
		

Registration
Opening Reception (Light refreshments)
Martin Eli Weil Prize

Wednesday, May 23
Johnson Geo Centre, 175 Signal Hill Road
8:30		

Registration

9:00-10:30
		
		
		

(QV) Session 1: Starlit Territories
and Alien Run-ins
(CG) Session 2: Is a Woman’s Work Ever
Done? (Part 1)

10:30-11:00

Break

11:00-12:30
		
		
		

(QV) Session 3: Buildings and Land-		
scapes of Meaning
(CG) Session 4: Is a Woman’s Work Ever
Done? (Part 2)

12:30-2:30
		

(CG) Annual General Meeting
(Lunch Provided)

Inscription
Cérémonie d’ouverture
(et rafraîchissements)
Prix Martin Eli Weil

Mercredi, 23 mai
Johnson Geo Centre, 175 Signal Hill Road
8:30		

Inscription

9:00-10:30
		
		
		

(QV) Séance 1: Territoires illuminés par
les étoiles et rencontres extraterrestres
(CG) Séance 2: Quand les femmes
termineront-elles leur tâches? (partie 1)

10:30-11:00

Pause santé

11:00-12:30
		
		
		

(QV) Séance 3: Immeubles et paysages
significatifs
(CG) Séance 4: Quand les femmes
termineront-elles leur tâches? (partie 2)

12:30-2:30
		

(CG) Assemblée générale annuelle
(repas offert)

Public Lecture | Conférencier invité
“Full of Sound and Fury: Tales of 19th-Century Newfoundland, Told by an Architectural
Historian From Away”
Peter Coffman, Carleton University, School for Studies in Art & Culture
7pm, May 23, 2018, The Rooms, 9 Bonventure Avenue
This event is free and open to the public as well as conference attendees | Cet événement est gratuit et
ouvert au public ainsi qu’aux participants à la conférence
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2:30-4:00
		
		
		

(QV) Session 5: Religious Architecture
in Canada (Part 1)
(CG) Session 6: How Do Company
Towns Become Heritage Communities?

4:00-7:00

Dinner (On Your Own)

7:00-8:30
		

Public Lecture
The Rooms, 9 Bonaventure Avenue

8:30-10:30
		

Pub Night
YellowBelly Brewery, 288 Water Sreet
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Thursday, May 24
Johnson Geo Centre, 175 Signal Hill Road
8:30		

Registration

9:00-10:30
		
		

(QV) Session 7: Religious Architecture
in Canada (Part 2)
(CG) Session 8: The World of Casa Loma

10:30-11:00

Break

2:30-4:00
		
		
		
		

(QV) Séance 5: L’architecture religieuse 		
au Canada (partie 1)
(CG) Séance 6: Comment les villes de
compagnie deviennent-elles des
communautés patrimoniales?

4:00-7:00

Souper (par toi-même)

7:00-8:30
		

Conférencier invité
The Rooms, 9 Bonaventure Avenue

8:30-10:30
		

Soirée pub
YellowBelly Brewery, 288 Water Street

Jeudi, 24 mai
Johnson Geo Centre, 175 Signal Hill Road
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8:30		

Inscription

9:00-10:30
		
		

(QV) Séance 7: L’architecture religieuse 		
au Canada (partie 2)
(CG) Séance 8: Le monde de Casa Loma

10:30-11:00

Pause santé
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11:00-12:30
		
		
		

(QV) Session 9: Religious Architecture
in Canada (Part 3)
(CG) Session 10: Planning, Building, and
Engineering the Canadian Landscape

11:00-12:30
		
		
		

(QV) Séance 9: L’architecture reli-		
gieuse au Canada (partie 3)
(CG) Séance 10: Aménager, construire, 		
et gérer le paysage canadien

12:30-1:00

Break (Lunch Provided)

12:30-1:00

Pause santé (repas offert)

1:00-2:30
		
		
		

(QV) Session 11: Religious Architecture
in Canada (Part 4)
(CG) Session 12: Places, Spaces, and
the Modern World

1:00-2:30
(QV) Séance 11: L’architecture reli-		
		
gieuse au Canada (partie 4)
		
(CG) Séance 12: Lieux, espaces et le 		
		monde moderne

2:30-3:00

Break

2:30-3:00

3:00-4:30
		
		
		

(QV) Session 13: Religious Architecture
in Canada (Part 5)
(CG) Session 14: On Current Indigenous
Architecture and Planning

4:30-6:45
		
		

Free Time
Shuttle to Banquet Leaves from Battery 		
Hotel @ 6:45

3:00-4:30
(QV) Séance 13: L’architecture reli-		
		
gieuse au Canada (partie 5)
		
(CG) Séance 14: L’architecture et 		
		
l’urbanisme autochtones présents et
		futurs

7:00-10:00
		

Annual Banquet
Mallard Cottage, 8 Barrows Road

Friday, May 25
Johnson Geo Centre, 175 Signal Hill Road
8:30		

Registration

Break

11:00-12:30
(QV) Session 17: Current Research
		(Part 3)
		
(CG) Session 18: Current Research
		(Part 4)
12:30-1:30

Lunch (On Your Own)

1:30-5:00
		
		

Walking Tour
Meet at Colonial Building @ 1:30
90 Military Road

4:30-6:45
		
		

Temps libre
Navette au banquet départ de
l’hôtel de la batterie à 6:45

7:00-10:00
		

Banquet annuel
Mallard Cottage, 8 Barrows Road

Vendredi, 25 mai
Johnson Geo Centre, 175 Signal Hill Road

9:00-10:30
(QV) Session 15: Current Research
		(Part 1)
		
(CG) Session 16: Current Research
		(Part 2)
10:30-11:00

Pause santé
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8:30		

Inscription

9:00-10:30
		
		
		

(QV) Séance 15: Recherches actuelles
(partie 1)
(CG) Séance 16: Recherches actuelles
(partie 2)

10:30-11:00

Break

11:00-12:30
		
		
		

(QV) Séance 17: Recherches actuelles
(partie 3)
(CG) Séance 18: Recherches actuelles
(partie 4)

12:30-1:30

Lunch (par toi-même)

1:30-5:00
		
		

Visite à pied
Rendez-vous au Colonial Building à 1:30
90 Military Road
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Session|Séance
Starlit Territories and Alien Run-ins: The Disparate Architectures of Canadian
Stargazing|Territoires illuminés par les étoiles et rencontres extraterrestres: les architectures
disparates d’observation des étoiles canadienne
Chair|Présidente: Heather Braiden
At the turn of the 17th century, Galileo Galilei fashioned
himself an instrument that brought the cosmos closer to
earth. He and his modest telescope made important historical discoveries in astronomy and peaked our fascination
with the universe. With construction slated to begin this
year on Canada’s first spaceport in Canso, Nova Scotia, this
session searches for architectural narratives guided by the
stars and close encounters of the third kind.

Au tournant du 17e siècle, Galileo Gallilei a façonné un
appareil qui se rapprocha le cosmos au monde. Celui-là,
armé de son télescope modeste, a fait des découvertes impressionnantes historiques dans le champ de l’astronomie
et, du coup, a augmenté notre intérêt profond de l’univers.
Vu que la construction du premier cosmodrome canadien
a Canso, Nouvelle Écosse est prévue commencer plus tard
cette année, cet atelier tentera de trouver des narratives
architecturales qui ont été guidées par les étoiles et les
rencontres du troisième type.

Nova Scotia’s newest rocket-fuelled industry will inevitably
bring the cosmos closer to the Atlantic Provinces, if not the
rest of the country, and a new tourist industry with it. We
invite Canadian architectural histories and case studies that
fall at the intersection of outer-space and places on earth.
We ask: how do Canadians view outer space? Papers will
question how and where we experience celestial bodies and unearth Canadian participation in the space race.
Examples may include: landscapes intricately entwined
with Indigenous or European wayfinding; observatory
architecture and modern-day challenges like light pollution; obscure UFO sightings recorded in Canadian history;
locally built space-based film sets; Canadian space architecture; and the rocket-launch experience. This star-guided
compilation of constellation-based stories will launch the
Maritimes into outer orbit as we prepare for take-off and a
real-life Space Odyssey, in 2020.

La nouvelle industrie astronautique de Nouvelle Écosse
rapprochera vraisemblablement le cosmos des provinces
de l’Atlantique, voir du reste du pays, et s’accompagnera
d’une nouvelle industrie touristique. Nous invitons des
histoires architecturales canadiennes et des études de cas
dont le sens se trouve à l’intersection de l’espace et des
lieux connus dans le monde. Nous demandons: ‘Comment
est-ce que les Canadiens conçoivent l’espace?’ Les communications questionneront où et comment nous rencontrons les corps célestes et découvrons la participation du
Canada dans la course à l’espace aux années 1950 et 1960.
Des exemples pourraient être: les paysages qui font partie
de navigation européenne ou autochtone; l’architecture
d’observatoires et les défis modernes comme la pollution lumineuse; des aperçus obscurs d’OVNI notés dans
l’histoire canadienne; les plateaux de film construits
dans la région; l’architecture cosmique canadienne; et
l’expérience de lancement d’une fusée. Cette compilation
d’histoires de constellations lancera les provinces maritimes dans l’espace alors que l’on prépare le lancement et
l’Odyssée en espace réelle suivante en 2020.
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Astronomer Mary Grey and The Architecture of the Dominion Observatory of Canada
Sharon Odell, Carleton University/Royal Astronomical Society of Canada

The Dominion Observatory of Canada (1902-05) is located within the National Historic Site of the Central Experimental
Farm, as part of the Natural Resource Canada Campus in Ottawa. This building continues to possess great national, local and social significance, due in part to the keen foresight of Mary Grey. Grey, the last astronomer who worked at this
observatory, is examined in this paper in order to understand her motivation behind her advocacy for this observatory’s
preservation. This architecture became a significant part of her scientific career and later a continuing inspiration for her
museum curation on Canadian astronomy, at the National Museum of Science and Technology. Her early involvement at
NMST caused a controversial decision, that of the removal of the famed 15 inch Dominion telescope, what is still considered today by Ottawa Heritage and the scientific community to be the ‘heart’ of the Dominion Observatory.

The Timekeeper’s House

Magdalena Miłosz, McGill University
In 1863, Dr. Charles Smallwood moved his meteorological and astronomical instruments from a small wood building
outside Montreal to a newly built greystone tower at McGill University. This observatory became a key node in emerging
national systems of weather forecasting and timekeeping, sending local observations via telegraph to government offices
in Ottawa as well as the burgeoning network of railways. Smallwood’s successor, Clement Henry McLeod, established
the observatory’s exact longitude, thus improving longitudinal figures for all of North America. He later became known
as “the nation’s timekeeper” for his work calibrating time signals to the heavens, a role that required rigorous bodily
discipline and in turn disciplined the abstract settler “nation” through standardized understandings of time and space.
While moving through the academic ranks at McGill, McLeod attached a house to the observatory tower “so that neither
weather nor family need be neglected.”1 Using visual and textual sources from the McGill University Archives as well as
scholarship linking notions of home, nation, and empire, this paper explores the connections between Victorian domesticity and colonial expansion as registered by the evolving architecture of the McLeod observatory and house. This site
collapsed the conventionally private, feminine sphere with the public, masculine world of work and reflected a specifically masculine domesticity. Mediating between domestic and institutional, private and public, and local and (trans)
national, the observatory recorded not only the weather and the transit of the stars but the cultural negotiations of its
time and place.
1

Three McGill Weather Observatories: Smallwood, McLeod, Stormy Weather (Montreal, QC: McGill University, 1968), 7.
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Session|Séance
Is a Woman’s Work Ever Done? Revisiting “Women and Architecture”| Quand les femmes
termineront-elles leur tâches? Revisiter les ‘femmes et l’architecture’
Chair|Présidente: Tanya Southcott

In 1991, as guest editor for the SSAC Bulletin, Dorothy Field
described the shifting territories of architectural thought
and practice in Canada: significant increases in women’s
enrolment in architecture schools, registration by architectural associations, and scholarship on the study of women’s
roles in the production of architecture as architects, patrons, and users of space had brought historically “marginal
participants” to the front and centre of the field. Nearly 30
years onward, women continue to carve out space in classrooms and studios, offices and cities, and yet as a recent
survey on gender inequality in the profession maintains:
“women architects have long been part of the landscape;
it’s the idea of the woman architect that hasn’t landed.”1

En 1991, la rédactrice invitée du Bulletin de la SÉAC, Dorothy Field a décrit l’avancée des territoires de la pensée
et de la pratique architecturale au Canada en notant des
hausses importantes dans le nombre de femmes inscrites
aux écoles d’architecture, leur inscription à des associations architecturales, et l’état du savoir sur les rôles des
femmes dans la production de l’architecture comme des
architectes, mécènes, et utilisatrices d’espace, qui avaient
ramené à l’avant-scène ces participantes historiquement
‘marginales’. Presque trente ans plus tard, les femmes continuent à bâtir des espaces dans les salles de classe et les
ateliers, les bureaux et les grandes villes, pourtant, comme
le dit un sondage récent sur l’inégalité des sexes dans
le métier: “Des architectes du sexe féminin ont toujours
fait partie du ‘paysage’ du métier; mais c’est la notion de
l’architecte-femme qui ne marche pas toujours.”1

In the spirit of Field’s initiative, this session explores the
gap between the lived experiences of women professionals
and their place in our architectural imagination. We invite
proposals that celebrate the contributions of women as
creators, consumers and critics of Canada’s built environment, and encourage presentations that engage critically
with architectural history, theory and practice.

Dans l’esprit de l’initiative de Field, cet atelier explorera
le décalage entre les expériences vécues des femmes
professionnelles, et où elles se situent dans notre imaginaire architectural. Nous invitons des communications
qui célèbrent les contributions faites par les femmes
en tant que créatrices, consommatrices et critiques de
l’environnement bâti canadien.

Linda Besner, “The Glass Tower: Is gender inequality architecture’s
greatest failure?” Azure (October 2017), 96.
1

Part 1
Formerly Known as the Glass Ceiling

Thomas Strickland, Laurentian University & Marina Schwellnus, Laurentian University
On September 15, 2017 the Ontario Association of Architects (OAA) held an event, MOVE : Big Installation Party, to
launch renovations to their building headquarters. A reflection on International Style modernist architecture, the OAA
building design was the outcome of a 1989 province-wide competition won by Toronto architect Ruth Cawker. The fact
that Cawker was young by norms of the architectural profession, and, perhaps, more significantly, a women, fostered
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an energy and excitement around the OAA’s new headquarters that, at the time, appeared to present the new face of
the profession. Yet, nearly 30 years later, women continue to be confronted with discrimination. Invited to create an
installation for MOVE, the McEwen School of Architecture took the opportunity to revisit gender equity and architecture
through a temporary interior renovation. The installation formerly known as the Glass Ceiling was inspired by the site
itself - an office in the OAA building. Guests were invited to find their way through an opening in the glass ceiling where
they read quotes by women architects on their experiences, while a recorded interview with Cawker (Sept. 2017), played
in the background. Using the installation as a starting point Thomas Strickland will reflect on the subtle material and
spatial messages built into architecture over time, and the ways small interventions/renovations have the capacity to
reveal and reinterpret these norms. While the installation was a critical engagement with the built environment, student
Marina Schwellnus will further reflect on how designing the installation was a pathway for exploring her experience of
gender inequity, and challenges still faced by women architectural students.

Expo 67: Cornelia Hahn Oberlander Turns to Play
Youki Cropas, McGill University

This paper adds new perspectives to acclaimed Canadian landscape architect Cornelia Hahn Oberlander’s “Environment
for Play,” Expo 67’s innovative Canadian Pavilion playground for the Children’s Creative Centre. It draws on the modernist
preoccupation with “childhood” and children’s agency as a paradigm for progressive design thinking to critically assess
Oberlander’s playscape. The research demonstrates how Oberlander’s “Environment for Play” served as a counterpoint
to current standardized approaches in playground design and challenged the status quo by revealing the power and
limitations of children’s play spaces. The study further unveils how children’s advocacy, exploration, imagination, and
risk-taking prevail in Oberlander’s playground, shaping the experiences and emotional well-being of children. “Expo 67:
Cornelia Hahn Oberlander Turns to Play” focuses on an early period of work that Oberlander is not typically celebrated
for. Engaged from an architectural perspective, the research exposes the playground as a complex urban environment,
under-recognized as an architectural typology, and raises the question on where children’s playgrounds belong in architectural discourse. It asks: “what can architects learn from Oberlander, and from the discipline of landscape architecture?” The research critically engages in a renewed discourse on the state of contemporary playgrounds and adds to a
growing body of academic research on both architecture for children and women’s contributions to architecture, both
largely underrepresented in design history. Given play as a central experience in childhood, it is essential to review the
significance of Oberlander’s “Environment for Play” so that as scholars, architects, educators, and others, we better understand the wide-ranging impact urban playscapes have on contemporary children and society.

“Women have unusual opportunities in their homes”: Authority in Interior Decoration, 1925-39
Nicola Krantz, Carleton University

In February 1928, Toronto interior decorator Minerva Elliot authored an editorial for the upscale women’s magazine Canadian Homes and Gardens, pleading to the women of Canada to exhibit more interest in the decoration of their homes.
Women were given opportunities to educate themselves on the subject of interior decoration through multiple venues,
such as department stores, periodicals, and society lectures. This paper seeks to unpack how the profession of interior
decoration gained traction in the interwar years and called upon female consumers to pay attention to trends in architecture, decoration, and horticulture. Focusing on Toronto decorator Minerva Elliot as an authority on taste, this research
aims to highlight how interior decoration fuses domestic science with the modern culture of consumption. For instance,
Elliot, like most professional decorators of her time, began her career in the House Furnishing department of Toronto’s
largest department store, the T. Eaton Company, before launching her own decorating business. Special attention will be
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paid to actual decorative advice given by Elliot, with examples of the interiors she decorated and published in Canadian
Homes and Gardens. The lack of academic attention on the subject of interior decoration in Canada calls attention to its
association with extravagance and connection to femininity. Despite its ephemerality, my argument asserts that interior
decoration occupies an important part of architectural, design, and women’s history, and speaks to the power of class,
intimacy, and consumerism in the period after the First World War.

Part 2
“Les girls en voyage”: Gendered Experiences of Architecture in the Travels of Mary Imrie and
Jean Wallbridge
Yildiz Ipek Mehmetoglu, McGill University

This paper focuses on architects Mary Imrie (1918-1988) and Jean Wallbridge (1912-1979), who were among the first
women to graduate from schools of architecture in Canada prior to the Second World War. They established their own
office in Edmonton as the first architectural partnership of women in Canada in 1951. Both professional and life-partners,
they soon designed and built their own modernist home and office, “Six-Acres.” The couple’s extended travels started in
1947 when they were awarded the World Study Tours Grant by Columbia University. The travel grant allowed them to
visit Europe to investigate postwar town planning and reconstruction for a period of three months, and afforded them
access to publish their impressions in the Journal of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada. In 1949, they took a yearlong sabbatical to travel by jeep to Buenos Aires, Argentina. The two women visited many parts of the world in the coming years, including Africa, the Middle East, and Asia, experiencing and documenting architecture as travelers, as women,
and as outsiders. This paper engages the couple’s articles and films made during their trips as sources of their experiences spanning a period from the late 1940s to the 1970s. The travel records make visible the attention they paid to modern
architecture within local environments and their enthusiasm about the diverse technologies of traveling. In particular,
this paper seeks to understand how the mobility of a queer female architect couple within the masculine colonial expansion of Western architectural modernism transcended geographical and gender-based binaries.

Moral Women and Medical Men: The Committee of Management at the Montreal Maternity
Hospital, 1893-1905
Laura Josephine O’Brien, McGill University

In 1905, the Montreal Maternity Hospital (MMH) at 710 rue Saint-Urbain opened its doors to patients. The hospital,
designed by Scottish-born architect Andrew Thomas Taylor, was celebrated as an improvement over the previous situation, a repurposed residence at 93 rue St-Urbain. However, the relocation of the new hospital had physical consequences
for the women who needed it the most: in moving further north, to rue Prince Arthur and rue St-Urbain, indigent women
seeking a safe place to give birth would have had to travel up a steep hill from the historically working-class wards at the
south end of the city. The MMH was run by two governing bodies: the (all male) McGill faculty of medicine, and the (all
female) Committee of Management. Founded in 1843, the Committee of Management was comprised of upper-class
women, and was in charge of “all non-medical matters.”1 These matters included fundraising, hiring matrons and domestic workers, and keeping track of expenses within the institution. Motivated by the physical and moral welfare of the
MMH’s patients, who at the time were mostly working-class women in need of a safe place to give birth, the Committee of Management expressed the need for a new hospital to the medical faculty over a span of a decade preceding the
construction of the building at 710 rue St-Urbain. This paper investigates the role of the Committee of Management of
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the MMH in the relocation of the hospital to the new building. From my perspective as a student of architectural history,
the event of the construction of the hospital at 710 rue St-Urbain presents an opportunity to measure the power and
limitations of the Committee of Management. I argue that the efforts of the women in securing of funds and land for the
new hospital are testament to their agency as communicators and negotiators in the construction of the new MMH. I will
mine archival documents such as Minutes Books, Annual Reports and the charters and by-laws of the MMH (located in
the Royal Victoria Hospital Women’s Pavilion Archive at McGill’s Osler Library) from 1893 to 1905 to answer the following
questions: what role did the Committee play in the eventual construction of the MMH on rue St-Urbain? To what extent
did the Committee have influence over the construction of the new MMH building? What were the limitations of their
power? Engaging with the broader theme of the invisibility and devaluation of women’s labour in the maintenance of
buildings, it is my hope that this paper will contribute to a growing literature that considers the ways that women during
the nineteenth century shaped the built environment outside of the confines of the architectural profession.
1

Rhona Richman Kenneally, “The Montreal Maternity, 1843 – 1926: The Evolution of a Hospital.” MA Thesis, McGill University, 1983, iv.

Capturing Space: Women Documenting the Architecture of the Transforming City
Tanya Southcott, McGill University

In this paper I explore the architectural photograph as a critical space where women have taken power within the built
environment, particularly women who are not necessarily trained as architects or who are marginalized in architectural histories. Historically, photography is the visual medium most responsible for defining femininity and objectifying
women, and yet, as feminist scholars agree, without this crucial primary resource the landscape inhabited by women
would be invisible. Further, photography has proven an important resource for documenting urban change and for
mediating between traditional and modern values about buildings and space. In this paper I use the personal archive
of Edith Mather (1925-2017) as a vehicle for exploring the changing streetscapes of Montreal between 1966 and 1985.
An amateur photographer, housewife and later librarian, Mather began taking photographs of Montreal’s nineteenthcentury vernacular architecture while walking the streets with her baby in his pram. Her collection of over 4000 images
reveals the city through candid, black and white photographs that she developed and printed in her home darkroom,
then annotated and catalogued in a series of handmade albums that she donated to the McCord Museum in 2012. While
Montreal emerged during this time as Canada’s world-renowned metropolis through its commitment to modernization
and utopian ideals, Mather’s images mark the underbelly of the city’s rapid transformation. I argue that Mather’s photographs act as visual and material interventions in a discourse of progress and modernization that has shaped so many
twentieth-century cities, and, as such document the critical interplay between women as picturing subjects and the city
as subject pictured.
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Session|Séance
Buildings and Landscapes of Meaning|Immeubles et paysages significatifs
Chair|Présidents: Michael Philpott, Emily Wolf
Historians of the built environment have traditionally
focused on the concrete, basing significance within established, codified histories and contexts. While the built
environment is rightfully valued for its formal architectural
and heritage qualities, these are not the only factors that
define its importance. Buildings, structures, communities,
and landscapes are central to stories, craft, ritual, music,
and celebration; they are both physical manifestations and
fundamental drivers of local belief and practice.

Les historiens de l’environnement bâti avaient traditionnellement mis l’accent sur le matériel, donnant une signification supérieure aux histoires et aux contextes établis
et codifiés. Alors que l’environnement bâti est valorisé
correctement pour ses qualités formelles architecturales
et ses qualités pour le patrimoine, ce ne sont pas les seuls
facteurs qui définissent son importance. Des immeubles,
structures, communautés et paysages se trouvent au
nœud d’histoires, de main d’œuvre, du rituel, de la musique et de la célébration; ils sont également les manifestations physiques et les moteurs fondamentaux de croyances et coutumes locales.

As the field of heritage conservation moves towards a
more holistic understanding of significance that integrates
intangible cultural heritage, how might historians of the
built environment follow suit? Panelists will consider various ways in which canonical conceptions of significance
can be challenged, amended, or rethought in terms of local
practices and narratives of place, expanding cultural understandings to better reflect the rich and diverse layers that
define everyday spaces and environments.

Au fur et à mesure que le champ de conservation du patrimoine progresse vers une compréhension plus holistique
de signification en intégrant les pratiques du patrimoine
immatériel, comment les historiens de l’environnement
bâti pourraient-ils en faire de même? Les moyens de
remettre en cause, modifier, ou repenser les conceptions
canoniques de signification seront considérés par les
panélistes, en tant que coutumes locales et narratives de
lieu, élargissant la compréhension culturelle pour mieux
représenter les riches et diverses couches qui définissent
les lieux et les environnements quotidiens.
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« Faire et parfaire à dire d’expert et gens à ce connoissant » : construction des îlots paroissiaux et culture du bâti dans la vallée laurentienne, 1760-1860
Jean-René Thuot, Université du Québec à Rimouski

La période qui s’amorce au lendemain de la Conquête dans la vallée laurentienne est l’une des plus fastes dans l’histoire
des constructions religieuses au Québec. Ces dernières décennies, plusieurs historiens ont souligné le caractère emblématique de cet épisode de l’architecture religieuse québécoise, en prenant à témoin son esthétique particulière (Noppen, 1977; Gauthier, 1994). Ces œuvres architecturales permettent toutefois d’être témoin d’autres phénomènes à la
même époque : la mise en forme d’un réseau d’expertise en construction et l’émergence d’une culture du bâti au sein
des sociétés locales. Nous proposons d’observer ces phénomènes en prenant à témoin la construction des îlots paroissiaux dans les campagnes canadiennes entre 1760 et 1860. Les chantiers d’églises et de presbytères constituent des
expériences humaines hors du commun dans l’évolution des communautés locales. Ces entreprises mobilisent de nombreuses expertises sur de très longues périodes, en plus de solliciter directement l’apport des habitants en ressources
de toutes sortes. Des premières démarches de concertation avec les autorités catholiques jusqu’au paiement final des
artisans responsables de ces œuvres, la communauté vit au rythme de ces chantiers. Dans leur sillon se déploient une
série de choix que révèlent la consultation des marchés de construction, des fonds d’érection de paroisse, des archives
judiciaires et de la correspondance des curés. En bout de ligne, l’examen des projets de construction permet de mettre
au jour des réseaux d’artisans spécialisés, de caractériser les rituels et les pratiques qui animent ces mêmes chantiers, et
de révéler les contours de la sociabilité qui y prend forme.

Ships and other Maritime Spaces in New World Encounters
Christy Anderson, University of Toronto

When European ships arrived in North America they encountered native peoples at the boundary of the shore. Sometimes approached in boats as they anchored, sometimes met later after they had begun reconnoitering the land on their
own, the edge of water and land was the frontier between those already here and those looking for land and resources.
This presentation will look at the shore in eastern Canada, with a special focus on Newfoundland, as this place of spatial
confrontation. Using the well-known accounts of Samuel Purchas and others, the arrival of European in North America
deserves study as a spatial phenomenon as well as a cultural interaction. Andrew Lipman, in his recent book, The Saltwater Frontier: Indians and the Contest for the American Coast (2015) offers a model for this study through his study of
the New England coast. This short paper derives from my larger project on maritime spaces in early modern England
which looks at ships, the sea, shore communities, and new world encounters as architectural and land(or sea)scapes.
For the SSAC/SEAC conference I will suggest a new sea-based perspective on these early cultural encounters. From the
perspective of their ships, the extension of national authority and identity, descriptions of this new world highlighted the
strangeness and possibilities of understanding and exploiting this new world.

Inside 100 Wellington

Meghan Ho, Carleton University
Recently slated for reuse as an Indigenous cultural centre after twenty years of vacancy, the former U.S. Embassy at 100
Wellington was constructed in the early 1930s as one of America’s first purpose-built chanceries. Functioning as the
first foreign mission in Ottawa and standing as a symbol of American presence in Canada for over five decades until its
closure in 1998, the heritage building occupies one of the most prominent sites in Ottawa across from Parliament Hill.
While much has been said about the formal characteristics of its Beaux-Art architecture and its function as a built symbol
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of both American and Canadian national identity, there has been little consideration of its interior spaces and the way
in which its architecture was lived, experienced, and adapted by those who worked there during its 66 years in operation. Through the use of alternative methodologies such as oral histories, this paper explores the relationship between
the architecture of the former U.S. Embassy as intended by its architect and builders, and how the space was actually
lived and experienced by its occupants. In considering user-experience and examining this prominent heritage building
through the lens of the everyday, this paper adds another layer of interpretation, rethinks, and expands upon the spatial
significance of 100 Wellington.

Le sens des lieux au regard de l’expérience vécue
Josée Laplace, Université du Québec à Montréal

Les lieux, bâtiments et paysages, sont porteurs de significations multiples à la fois comme dépositaires de reconnaissance
identitaire (en tant qu’ils forment une part de nous-mêmes), de pratiques et d’échanges où se condensent des souvenirs,
des émotions partagées, tout comme des valeurs et des investissements passés de communautés. Aborder un lieu, un
bâtiment, un site, sous l’angle de l’expérience immédiate offre une porte d’accès à ces significations. Une telle approche
de recherche peut se greffer à une histoire longue des bâtiments qui garde le cap sur la matérialité et le caractère des
lieux, et laisse également place à celle des communautés qui s’y sont investies, en les abordant en tant que productions
culturelles, sociales ou économiques. Cette forme de lecture prismatique permet d’articuler en un même mouvement
passé et présent, caractéristiques formelles et significations des lieux. Je présenterai des réflexions issues d’une étude de
cas menée au croisement d’une approche historique et d’une démarche ethnographique visant à recueillir des expériences in situ d’espaces architecturaux (ici des églises) et qui engendre un certain nombre de constats sur la manière dont
les représentations et significations s’entrecroisent dans l’expérience. Par exemple, l’expérience du passé dans le présent
interroge les manières de préserver ce caractère « d’historicité », alors que les qualités « sensibles » des lieux jouent un
rôle important dans la réactivation du sens et des souvenirs qui y sont rattachés. Comment baliser une telle approche
dans un programme plus vaste, applicable à tous types d’espaces et quels en seraient les apports pour la recherche, la
connaissance et l’intervention sur l’existant?
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Session|Séance
How Do Company Towns Become Heritage Communities?|Comment les villes de compagnie
deviennent-elles des communautés patrimoniales?
Chair|Présidente: Lucie K. Morisset, Jessica Mace
Panelists|Panélistes: Denis Charette (Iroquois Falls, ON), Edith Samson (Port Union, NL), John
Norman (Bonavista, NL), Louise Avery (Kitimat, BC), Nikita Johnston (Powell River, BC), Roger
Lavoie (Arvida, QC), Teresita McCarthy (Wabana, Bell Island, NL)
The scholarly examination of company towns has notoriously focused on the history of workers, for instance in the
now-canonized Mill Town, Mine Town, Railtown by Rex Lucas of 1971. Other studies have centred on those infamous
company towns that worked toward a utopian vision and
the creation of a perfect society. These histories, however,
are necessarily rooted and materialized themselves in the
built environment. Although today, these manifestations
may not be what they once were—in many cases, the
founding industry of the town no longer remains, buildings
have been demolished, or the society no longer retains its
unified character—company towns consist of an important
heritage that is now in need of protection.
In each town, traces of its history persist, meaning that
heritage is lived by its inhabitants. Recognizing this permits
us to enlarge the question of heritage broadly, and implores
us to explore the relationship of the people to this very
heritage. How does the built environment retain significance for the people who still live there today? Beyond the
old house, or parts of machinery, how is this history being
kept alive?
This roundtable seeks to explore the innovative initiatives
of local stakeholders to protect their built environment and
to keep collective memory intact. Panelists will discuss how
people living in company towns today are involved in the
process of heritage-creation at different levels, exposing
the successes and potential shortcomings of these approaches. In short, this panel will examine and reveal the
process by which a company town can become a heritage
community.

L’examen académique des villes de compagnie s’est notoirement concentré sur l’histoire des ouvriers, par exemple dans le livre célèbre Mill Town, Mine Town, Railtown
de Rex Lucas de 1971. D’autres études se sont centrées sur
ces villes infâmes qui travaillaient vers une vision utopique
et la création d’une société parfaite. Ces histoires, cependant, sont nécessairement enracinées et matérialisées
dans l’environnement bâti. Bien qu’aujourd’hui, ces manifestations ne soient plus ce qu’elles étaient autrefois - dans
bien des cas, l’industrie fondatrice de la ville ne subsiste
plus, les bâtiments ont été démolis ou la société ne
conserve plus son caractère unifié - les villes-compagnies
constituent un héritage important a maintenant besoin de
protection.
Dans chaque ville, des traces de son histoire persistent,
ce qui signifie que le patrimoine est habité par ses habitants. Reconnaître cela nous permet d’élargir largement
la question du patrimoine et nous implore d’explorer
la relation du peuple à cet héritage même. Comment
l’environnement bâti conserve-t-il une signification pour
les personnes qui y vivent encore aujourd’hui? Au-delà
de la vieille maison, ou de parties de machines, comment
cette histoire est-elle maintenue vivante?
Cette table ronde vise à explorer les initiatives innovantes
des acteurs locaux pour protéger leur environnement bâti
et maintenir la mémoire collective intacte. Les panélistes
discuteront de la façon dont les gens vivant dans les villes
d’aujourd’hui sont impliqués dans le processus de création
du patrimoine à différents niveaux, exposant les réussites
et les faiblesses potentielles de ces approches. En bref,
cette séance examinera et révélera le processus par lequel
une ville d’entreprise peut devenir une communauté patrimoniale.
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Session|Séance
Religious Architecture in Canada|L’architecture religieuse au Canada
Chair|Présidents: Malcolm Thurlby, Jamie S. Scott

This session welcomes papers on religious architecture of
all types and styles, from all periods of Canada’s history.
Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh, and other topics are encouraged.
Papers addressing religious architecture in Newfoundland
and Labrador would also be particularly appropriate given
the conference venue.

Cet atelier accueillera les communications traitant tout
type et tout style de l’architecture religieuse, de toute
période de l’histoire canadienne. Les sujets hindous, bouddhistes et sikh et autres sont encouragés, de même que les
communications qui traitent de l’architecture religieuse de
Terre-Neuve et du Labrador, vu le lieu du congrès.

Part 1
The Mandala and its Principles for Design: Decoding a Hindu Temple
Krupali Uplekar Krusche, University of Notre Dame

The ‘Mandalas,’ as mysterious as they are while making beautiful patterns, actually convey a method of architectural
planning long used to build the most traditional temple designs in India and Nepal. This paper examines how the mandala works with specific placement of religious deities and their association to planets in the sky that act as a cosmic map.
This was recorded to some degree in Silpa Shastra or the code of building and sculpting derived from Vedic scriptures.
They typically serve as technical guides to and records of construction. This map when reflected on earth represents the
ground plot and placement of the main core cella of the temple. The priest (sthapaka) calibrates the temple’s relationship to the cosmos primarily through siting, orientation, and precise observation of rituals; the architect (sthapati), in
turn, composes the overall form of the temple and the specific proportioning of its elements; and, lastly, the craftsman
(shilpi) chooses the materials, techniques, and expressive language used to fashion the temple’s decorative patterns
and sculptures, making remarkable contributions to the temple’s final form. Over the centuries the temple designs have
become more elaborate but the core principle of layout and vertical representation remains the same. In Canada the
BAPS temple follows this principle and the paper explains the core design and its reflection on the building layout. This
study can help teach traditional techniques of planning and building for restoration and conservation purposes but more
importantly as disciplines to design modern buildings and cities that relate to a knowledge of more than 3000 years.

The Construction of the Four Sacred Buddhist Pilgrimage Sites in Canada
Henry C. H. Shiu, University of Toronto

“If you build it, people will come.” These often misapplied words from the movie Field of Dreams (1989; dir. Phil Alden
Robinson) are quite fitting to describe the 20-year construction project launched by the Buddhist Association of Canada
(BAC) in 2011. The BAC’s $80-million (CAD) venture is taking place in Peterborough County and Kawartha Lakes, Ontario.
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The four sites constituting the overall undertaking are merely a ten-minute drive from one another, but the BAC project
is intended to replicate the four more widely dispersed Buddhist pilgrimage temples of China, namely, Wutai Shan, Putuo
Shan, Jiuhua Sha and Emei Shan. Each constructed on a mountain, these celebrated Chinese temples are associated
with four prominent bodhisattvas in Mahayana Buddhism, respectively Manjushri, Avalokiteshvara, Kshitigarbha and
Samantabhadra. All four Canadian replica buildings will feature a main dharma hall in the Tang dynasty style, employing
the dougong method of construction – an ancient Chinese architectural technique that makes use of interlocking brackets without nails or cement. The BAC is building the Wutai Shan temple first. In 2008, the Buddhist monk Shengguang Shi
initiated a prostration pilgrimage, starting from the Cham Shan Temple in Toronto and walking all the way to the Wutai
Shan site in Peterborough. Every three steps, he prostrated himself. This 135 km spiritual journey took Shengguang 181
days to complete. It has been estimated that annually the Canadian Buddhist temple complex will attract upwards of
45,000 visitors when it is completed. These pilgrims will come not just from Canada, but from elsewhere in North America and beyond. This presentation will examine how the massive BAC temple project will engage Buddhists and redefine
Buddhist pilgrimage practice. Comparisons between the original Wutai Shan temple in China with the one under construction in Canada will reveal Canadian innovations to traditional practices.

The Architecture of the Canadian Sikh Gurdwara
Hugh Johnston, Simon Fraser University

This paper offers an introduction to Sikh religious architecture in Canada, and particularly in Vancouver. It was in Vancouver that Sikh immigrant workers built the very first Sikh place of worship in North America more than a century ago.
Today, with the oldest and largest Sikh community in the country, Vancouver possesses the greatest range of examples
of gurdwaras: old and new, early adaptations to local circumstances, and later grander imitations of shrines at home,
as well as modern innovations. For a student of architecture, these buildings exist in a kind of void. Sikh architecture in
general has been little researched, with just a few studies, and these studies have been conducted elsewhere in the Sikh
diaspora, outside Canada. For this paper, we begin with a review of the history and tenets of the Sikh faith and the essential features of Sikh worship expressed in their places of congregation and devotion. An architectural focus requires
identifying the activities that go on in the Sikh gurdwara, the spaces required for each of them, the ideal movement of
worshippers and congregants through these spaces, the imagery that these spaces might or might not contain, and the
face that the gurdwara building presents to the outside. The gurdwara and its predecessor, the dharamsala, belong to
a religious tradition that is, by Indian standards, comparatively new – just over 500 years. Nonetheless, the gurdwara
incorporates ancient features also found in Islamic and Hindu temples. These older traditions have left their marks on
contemporary Sikh architecture – for example, Hindu symbols adopted from Islamic buildings. However, the most distinctive features of the Sikh gurdwara reflect Sikhism’s origins as a guru faith and its continuance as a scriptural faith. The
gurdwara in its name and its design expresses a fundamental understanding among Sikhs that the Holy Book is the Guru
and must be given the respect and physical place that a living human guru would receive. The space and furnishings of
the gurdwara are organized around that conviction. But this arrangement still leaves great opportunity for architectural
invention. The structure and exterior appearance of Canadian gurdwaras have been evolving as available technology,
materials and resources change. This innovation carries on energetically in a modern spirit, although the essential elements of the gurdwara remain the same.
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Part 2
Seven Years of Training: Architectural Apprenticeships and Church Architecture in 19th-Century Ontario
Candace Iron, Humber College

It is generally agreed that until 1889, when the first architectural lecturer was appointed at the University of Toronto, and
1890, when the university established the Department of Architecture, the only way to obtain an architect’s education
in Ontario was through apprenticeship to a successful practitioner. In fact, even after the Department of Architecture
was established, many architectural students opted for the traditional training method of apprenticeship over a formal
institutional (university) education. Although apprenticeship training was common and even favoured in Ontario in the
19th century, not much is known about what it meant to be an apprentice or what effects the popularity of this system
of education may have had on the built environment in Ontario, and more broadly, in Canada. Through an examination of
the career and work of Ontario’s most prolific church architect, Henry Langley (1836-1907), who was trained through the
apprenticeship system, became one of Ontario’s most prolific Gothic Revival architects, and went on to educate students
through apprenticeships, this paper will explore what it meant to be an architectural apprentice in Ontario in the 19th
century. Furthermore, this paper will examine the possible implications this system of training had on Ontario’s architectural landscape, where the Gothic Revival style remained popular for church buildings into the 20th century.

Lost Landmark: Reconstructing William G. Storm’s Carlton Street Methodist Church
Alana Duggan, York University

William George Storm’s Carlton Street Primitive Methodist Church, Toronto was built in 1874-5, remodelled in 1886,
closed in 1959 and subsequently demolished. Fortunately, Storm’s exquisitely rendered church plans survive for posterity in the Ontario Archives. Renowned for his commercial and institutional architecture, Storm’s ecclesiastical commissions have—remarkably—been little studied. This paper places the former church, at the corner of Carlton and Yonge, in
context, with a focus on the influences, religious, historical and architectural that shaped its construction. The late 19th
century was a transitional and eclectic period in Canadian architecture and this stylistic diversity is reflected in Storm’s
design. It was also a period of fierce architectural competition in Toronto, and though Storm had his own distinctive style,
he was undoubtedly influenced by the work of his rivals, particularly in the 1885 enlarged scheme for Carlton Street.
The dictates of the Primitive Methodists, in the final years before amalgamation with other Methodist offshoots, were
likewise necessary considerations for the architect. Ultimately, however, it is Storm’s background and experiences that
provide the most intriguing influence to examine for this lost landmark.

Romanesque Revival Churches in Southern Ontario
Debora Alcide, Humber College

Ecclesiastical architecture is an evolving art form that reflects each generation’s desire to mark its presence on the landscape, and in the process capture the essence of an era in tangible form. Church styles have evolved for myriad reasons,
but ideally, they should reflect the temperament of the people, embrace their unique settings and environment, and
externally indicate their function. In 19th-century Ontario, Romanesque Revival churches materialized and flourished
for little more than 50 years, but they left a powerful and identifiable footprint in the province. In order to analyze and
understand this unique revival architecture in Southern Ontario, attention must be given to the nature of the society
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and customs of the people that were sponsoring, patronizing and building these churches. They did not develop in a
vacuum but were shaped by the architecture of the past and adapted to the needs of community and congregation. One
would expect Southern Ontario’s design influences to be British in origin, but their derivation is far more complicated
and far-reaching. Inspiration percolated into Ontario from Germany, Spain, Italy, France, and the United States. Buildings
in the 19th century, although classified as Romanesque Revival, were often a hybrid creation reflecting an amalgamation
of historical periods and unrelated design features. They survive as a testament to a time when most of the population
belonged to a religious denomination and attended church regularly. Their function is changing, but their imposing presence is a testament to the diverse roots of Ontario’s population.

Part 3
Nouvelles considérations sur le Précis d’architecture de l’abbé Jérôme Demers
Pierre-Édouard Latouche, Université du Québec à Montréal & Marc Grignon, Université Laval

C’est en 1828 que l’abbé Jérôme Demers (1774-1853) inaugure son cours d’architecture au Séminaire de Québec pour
lequel il a rédigé un court traité, le Précis d’architecture pour servir de suite au traité élémentaire de physique à l’usage
du séminaire de Québec. Les études sur ce premier traité d’architecture canadien ont surtout porté sur ses sources (Maurault, Morisset, Noppen, Grignon, Légaré), et ont démontré que Demers y a rassemblé un contenu exclusivement emprunté à Jacques-François Blondel, notamment des trois premiers volumes du Cours d’architecture civile (1771-1777) et
des articles de ce dernier pour L’Encyclopédie. Toutefois, le Précis n’est pas un résumé de l’œuvre théorique du fondateur
de l’École des Arts à Paris. Demers a plutôt sélectionné et remanié des passages portant sur les ordres, leurs proportions
et l’ornement. Ces passages ont été choisis pour préparer les futurs clercs aux situations concrètes auxquelles leur sacerdoce allait les confronter, c’est-à-dire la construction et la décoration d’églises paroissiales en milieu rural, une matière
que Demers expose en 420 articles, regroupés en 20 chapitres. Physiquement, le Précis prend la forme d’un cahier manuscrit accompagné d’un volume de planches dessinées. À partir de 1830, Demers utilisera également dans son cours des
maquettes en bois des cinq ordres. Suivant l’usage en vigueur dans les maisons d’enseignement, les étudiants devaient
recopier le texte et les figures. On dénombre aujourd’hui sept exemplaires copiés du manuscrit, le plus tardif datant
de 1839. La communication que nous proposons entend examiner comment l’enseignement de Blondel, tel que reformulé au séminaire de Québec par Demers, permit à la fois de répondre aux particularités de la commande religieuse au
Canada, tout en y assurant, jusqu’au milieu des années 1840, la continuité d’un classicisme «à la française».

Exploration des typologies formelles des églises construites par Victor Bourgeau, architecte
du diocèse de Montréal, entre 1850 et 1888
Luc Noppen, Université du Québec à Montréal

Durant sa longue carrière, Victor Bourgeau est réputé avoir construit près d’une centaine d’églises. Nous explorerons ce
catalogue en identifiant les sources et collaborations du maître constructeur. Plusieurs monuments lui ont été attribués
par erreur et ceux auxquels il a contribué se regroupent en quelques grandes series. Il y a d’abord les églises inspirées
par les plans et projets de ses maîtres, architectes des années 1830-1850 (Félix Martin, John Ostell, Thomas Baillairgé).
Puis, aidé par les plans de jeunes dessinateurs qui fréquentent son atelier (dont Alcibiade Leprohon, Joseph Michaud,
Adolphe Lévesque, Louis-Gustave Martin et Joseph-Roch Poitras) qui deviendront plus tard architectes autonomes,
Bourgeau se lance à la conquête des paroisses rurales en proposant quelques modèles néogothiques et néobaroques
de base, continuellement réinterprétés pour varier le paysage construit de l’Eglise de Montréal. A l’aide une chronologie
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revisitée, le catalogue des églises de ce que nous appelons “l’atelier de Victor Bourgeau” se précise et permet d’apprécier
l’originalité formelle de ces monuments mais aussi de comprendre la pratique architecturale mise de l’avant par l’évêque
de Montréal, Mgr Ignace Bourget pour couvrir son diocèse d’une identité architecturale forte.

An Introduction to Pancrace Balangero and to His Relationship with Early 20th-Century Religious Architecture in Quebec and Ontario
Joanne Birtz, Independent Scholar

Pancrace Balangero crafted ornamental wrought iron works in Montréal between 1914 and 1957. As well as unique individual pieces, he designed and constructed permanently mounted installations integral to the interior and exterior architecture of private homes, apartment buildings, and commercial buildings. A significant portion of his body of work contributed to the architectural design and aesthetics of over 50 religious buildings found in Quebec and Ontario. Successful,
well-known and sought after during his working life, he fell in anonymity after his death. Based on a strong knowledge
of his distinctive style, his reputation in the early 20th century, his financial income from his career as an artist, known
connection to architects, and private and public archives, the author was able to identify architectural installations by
Pancrace Balangero in many religious buildings throughout Quebec and in Ottawa. With appendices of photographs
highlighting these architectural components crafted and installed in religious buildings, the paper provides an overview
of his early life and training in both mechanics and wrought iron, expands on his achievements in Montreal in both fields,
exposes his decision to commit full time to his art, presents hard evidence of his relationship with architects, speaks to
the significance of his installations in religious buildings, and demonstrates the need to bring him forth as a major artistic
contributor to Quebecois and Canadian religious architecture and heritage.

Part 4
Simon Gibbons, Clergyman and Architect
Peter Coffman, Carleton University

In 1847, the Anglican Church periodical The Ecclesiologist addressed the vexing problem of how to ensure that colonial parish churches would be built in a proper, approved style. “What is wanted”, they concluded, “is that our Colonial
fellow-Churchmen should learn Ecclesiology.” In answer to this call, a number of clergyman/architects appeared in Atlantic Canada – that is to say, ordained Anglican priests who had enough knowledge of architecture to be able to work with
local builders and translate English Gothic into vernacular building practices. Notable examples included William Grey
and J.J. Curling in Newfoundland, and Edward Medley and James Hudson in New Brunswick. One of the most fascinating
of these was the Rev. Simon Gibbons. Born in southern Labrador in 1851 to an English father and Inuit mother, Gibbons
grew up mainly in St. John’s and spent the whole of his relatively brief ministry (he died in 1896) in Nova Scotia. In parishes in Cape Breton, Shelburne County and Cumberland County, Gibbons erected a small but formally coherent group of
highly idiosyncratic—but ecclesiologically impeccable—parish churches. This paper will explore Gibbons’s unique cultural
and professional hybridity, and how they may have informed his architectural output.
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“Let there be no galleries”: The Solemnity of Gothic Sublime as it Encountered Popular Spirituality in Nineteenth-Century Newfoundland and Labrador
Calvin Hollett, Memorial University

This paper will focus on the contrasts of spirituality as articulated through disparate internal architecture. The Tractarian
Bishop Edward Feild exerted the weight of his episcopal authority to bring about an Anglicanism of solemnity immediately upon his arrival in 1844. Internal Gothic architecture as the setting for priest and sacrament was his prime vehicle
to carry out this vision of spiritual solemnity through the sublime. The architectural pushback which erupted in St. John’s
and such places along the coast as Greenspond and Port aux Basques revealed a contrasting popular spirituality that
aspired to an experience of joy articulated within the more democratic structures of evangelical Anglicanism and Methodism – a shared experience of spiritual encounter through the Word instead of a private feeling of solemnity within a
Gothic setting of altar and chancel.

The Churches of Elijah Hoole in St John’s, Newfoundland
James Hiller, Memorial University

Elijah Hoole (1838-1912) was an English architect with strong Methodist roots—though he became an Anglican —who
designed two Methodist churches is St. John’s. He is best known for his plans for working class housing in association
with Octavia Hill, and his work for the settlement movement (Toynbee Hall). However, among other Methodist churches,
in St. John’s Hoole built George Street Methodist (now United) church in the early 1870s in the Gothic style, and Gower
Street Methodist (now United) church after the Great Fire of 1892 in a mixed Romanesque and Gothic amalgam. These
two church buildings still stand, and the paper discusses their characteristics and their background.

Part 5
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church Niagara-on-the-Lake (Ontario): A Study in the Iconography
of Style
Malcolm Thurlby, York University

This paper examines the 1831 Presbyterian Church of St Andrew, Niagara-on-the Lake (Ontario) in the context of early
church architecture in British North America. British and American sources for the design of the church are examined
with particular emphasis on the significance of the hexastyle Greek Doric portico. Architectural patronage in the new
world frequently aimed at the creation of memories of the homeland and, with this in mind, the minister of St Andrew’s,
Reverend Robert McGill, and the architect, James Cooper, strived to establish a Scottish image for the new church. The
Greek Doric order was most appropriate for a Scottish edifice in the new world given the promotion of Edinburgh as the
‘Athens of the North’. The epithet ‘Athens of the North’ is credited to Hugh William Williams (1773-1829), an Edinburgh
landscape painter nicknamed ‘Grecian’ Williams, whose travels in Italy and Greece between 1816 and 1818 resulted in
the publication of Travels in Italy, Greece and the Ionian Islands in 1820. In 1822 and 1826 he exhibited watercolours
from his travels and another illustrated publication, Select Views in Greece, appeared in 1829. It is significant that there is
an illustration of the Temple of Theseus, Athens in this book. The matter was also brought into the public realm in an article on the ‘On the Proposed National Monument at Edinburgh’ published in 1819 in Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine.
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Minority Immigrant, Métis, and First Nations Narratives: Sacred Heart Roman Catholic
Church, Lebret, Saskatchewan (1925-9)
Kristie Dubé, York University

Sacred Heart Roman Catholic Parish complex, in Lebret, Saskatchewan (1925-9), is a multifaceted space that could be
approached from many different angles. On the one hand, it holds strong French associations, which are part of a narrative showing the success of French Oblate missions. On the other hand, there are Métis and First Nations narratives
concerning the North-West Rebellion and residential schools, which are an integral part of the story. All these narratives
are present to some extent in Sacred Heart Church, but are often at odds with each other. That is what makes Sacred
Heart Church so important; it is a structure that allows us to discuss both European immigrant and First Nations narratives together. Saskatchewan’s architecture is a virtually untapped resource, one that has untold volumes of history
yet to impart. However, architecture is a finite resource for history, one that is in a constant state of evolution, and thus
faces destruction or reconstruction frequently. Saskatchewan’s architectural heritage is exceptionally vulnerable, as much
of it is unknown and thus undervalued. This is especially true for structures that were not part of the Anglo-normative
perspective, such as those where minority immigrant groups or the First Nations were involved. As some of the older architecture faces destruction, it is thus vital, that we analyze those structures that do reveal these minority perspectives,
to ensure that Canada’s built history properly reflects its diversity.

The Architecture of Hate: Some Reactions to Mosques and Synagogues in Canada
Barry Magrill, Independent Scholar

Mixed reactions to Muslim immigration are not surprising in Canada, though it seems that the growing polarity of immigration debates outside of our country have the potential to ignite hatred where it might otherwise have laid somewhat
dormant. What is less surprising is the weight of the political vitriol on architecture. Religious buildings bear the brunt
of racism, from graffiti to physical damage, and so it is worth examining the means of creating defensible architecture in
an era of victim blaming. This paper will outline design changes necessitated to ensure safety, which altered aesthetics,
planning, and community outreach especially in—but by no means limited to—post-9/11.
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Session|Séance
The World of Casa Loma: Medievalism, Modernity, and Millionaires|Le monde de Casa Loma:
médiévalisme, modernité et millionnaires
Chair|Président: Matthew M. Reeve

Sir Henry Pellatt’s Casa Loma, built by the city’s leading
architect E.J. Lennox, has often been considered Toronto’s
(and occasionally Canada’s) greatest home, as it has been
considered its most brash, vulgar, and frankly unCanadian.
Casa Loma is one of a number of monumental elite homes
built in Britain and North America by robber barons and
stock exchange tycoons as expressions of a new-found
wealth and confidence, the architecture of a modern
capitalist aristocracy. Proposed by the newly-founded Casa
Loma Project team, this session explores Casa Loma, its
patronage and art collections, the architect E.J. Lennox,
and its broader context in the architecture of the Gilded
Age. This session welcomes papers on all aspects of Casa
Loma, the architecture of the Gilded Age (especially in
North America), E.J. Lennox, and related twentieth-century
medievalisms.

On a souvent considéré la Casa Loma de Sir Henry Pellatt,
construite par l’architecte torontois E. J. Lennox, comme
la plus importante maison de Toronto (parfois du Canada
même), de la même manière qu’on l’a aussi considérée
d’être la plus impétueuse, vulgaire et franchement noncanadienne. La Casa Loma n’est qu’un exemple parmi un
nombre de maisons monumentales dédiées à l’élite et
construites en Grande-Bretagne et en Amérique du Nord
par des industriels véreux et des magnats du marché
boursier comme des expressions d’une nouvelle richesse
et d’une confiance renouvelée – l’architecture d’une
aristocratie moderne capitaliste. Proposé parl’équipe de
projet de la Casa Loma, récemment mise sur pied, cette
session explorera la Casa Loma, son patronage et ses collections d’art, l’architecte E.J. Lennox, et le contexte plus
large de l’architecture dans l’Âge du Toc. Cette session
accueillera des communications concernant tout aspect
de la Casa Loma, de l’architecture de l’Âge du Toc (surtout
en Amérique du Nord), de l’architecte E.J. Lennox, et du
médiévalisme pertinent au vingtième siècle.

Houses on the Ridge: The Architectural Patronage of Toronto’s Plutocrats
David Winterton, ERA Architects

By the beginning of the 20th century, Toronto’s most successful business elite were removing themselves and their
families from the densifying, old city’s well-to-do neighbourhoods to grand ‘estate’ homes set upon the high ridge above
Davenport Road, building magnificent mansions that commanded exceptional views of the city. Henry Pellatt’s ostentatious and picturesque Casa Loma is the most well-known of the extant houses. Ardwold (Eaton) and Benvenuto (James),
as well as older grand homes such as Spadina (Austin) and Oaklands (Macdonald) completed this collection of domestic
bastions for the de facto New World imperial gentry. This paper will review the architectural pedigree of those Davenport
ridge residences—and other selected architect-designed houses—built by the early 20th century Toronto Plutocrats, and
trace the interconnected web of architectural patronage in Edwardian Toronto. Many of Toronto’s preeminent Edwardian architects such as E. J. Lennox, George Gouinlock and Frank Darling designed commercial buildings (such as banks
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and offices) to house the business concerns of their patrons before receiving commissions for the more intimate exercise
of designing their residences, paradoxically also conceived for public display and large social functions. Other architects
whose practices and talents were better suited to fine residential work such as Eden Smith, Wickson & Gregg and Beaumont Jarvis received commissions from a wider (and ever so slightly less rich) pool of residential clients, but nevertheless
contributed greatly to the remarkable architectural vigour of the period.

‘Canada’s Famous Castle’ | ‘Pellatt’s Folly’
Joan Coutu, University of Waterloo

This paper will focus on the ‘afterlife’ of Casa Loma, the years following the collapse of Henry Pellatt’s fortune and after
the castle fell under the ownership of the City of Toronto. For better or for worse, Casa Loma was one of Toronto’s few
major tourist attractions for much of the 20th century. Sitting on the hill looming over the city, it commemorates Toronto’s golden age of maverick capitalism, as well as its potential hubris; “Canada’s Famous Castle” was also always a bit
embarrassing. This paper will chronicle the history of the castle as a tourist attraction, particularly after World War II.
As Toronto embraced post-war progress, embodied in the ultramodern New City Hall, the city also explored its history,
building Black Creek Pioneer Village and running Mackenzie House as a museum, for example. This janus-faced relationship with the past and the future was not exclusive to Toronto in the middle of the 20th century. Drawing upon studies
of tourism history (Dean Maccannell, John Urry & Jonas Larsen, and Alan Gordon for the Canadian context) and memory
(particularly Raphael Samuel and Andreas Huyssen), my paper will position Casa Loma on the fulcrum of this dichotomy,
investigating it as a monument in the nascent era of modern heritage tourism.

Inside a Nostalgic Monument of Modernity
Michael Windover, Carleton University

Casa Loma is an anomaly. Its ambitious scale seems out of step with other great houses of early twentieth-century
Toronto. Indeed, when it was built, it appeared to represent un-Canadian values of ostentatious displays of wealth yet
reaffirmed, through what historian David Canadine dubs “ornamentalism,” links to Great Britain (and the British Empire)
in its form and decoration. Peter Coffman has persuasively situated Casa Loma in the fictive space of the Gothic tradition,
which helped reinforce this connection to Great Britain. And more recently Alla Myzelev has picked up on the theatricality of the 98-room mansion and highlighted some of the complexities and contradictions of what I would describe as a
nostalgic monument of modernity. Keeping in mind theoretical work by Svetlana Boym and others, I would like to probe
further the idea of modern nostalgia through a consideration of the interiors of Casa Loma. Is this Canadian castle so
anomalous? Or could it offer a way of learning more broadly applicable lessons about interior design and the experience
of Edwardian-era modernity in Toronto?
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Session|Séance
Planning, Building, and Engineering the Canadian Landscape|Aménager, construire, et gérer
le paysage canadien
Chair|Président: Dustin Valen

Landscape, writes Elizabeth Helsinger, is “at once an epistemology—a mode of explanation—and a practice—a mode
of participation, a site of agency.”1 This session welcomes
papers that address landscape as a locus for multidisciplinary practice and action. It seeks case studies—large and
small—that highlight how the built and natural environments are mutually constituted in diverse regions, using
examples of urban and rural planning, infrastructure, and
landscape architecture, as well as other managerial and cultural practices. How do landscapes shape specific attitudes
within the matrix of geographical and social distinctions
that comprise the Canadian environment? What role do
individuals and institutions play in (re)forming socio-natural
and socio-political boundaries by responding to climate,
weather, and geology? And how do these boundaries bear
on the individuals who work and dwell in cities and landscapes? Authors should move beyond romantic notions of
“wilderness” in order to examine how landscape is a culturally distinct and pliable concept susceptible to economic,
political, and social forces. Papers raising historiographical
or methodological questions are especially welcome, as
are scholars from within other fields such as visual studies,
folklore, geography, environmental history, and science and
technology.
Elizabeth Helsinger, “Blindness and Insights,” in Landscape Theory, ed.
Rachael Ziady DeLue and James Elkins (New York: Routledge, 2008), 323.
1
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Le paysage, écrit Elizabeth Helsinger, est « à la fois une
épistémologie—un mode d’explication—et une pratique—
un mode de participation, un site d’agence. »1 Cette session accueille des articles qui traitent du paysage comme
lieu de pratique multidisciplinaire et d’action. Il cherche
des études de cas—grandes et petites—qui mettent en
évidence la manière dont l’environnement bâti et naturel
est mutuellement constitué dans diverses régions, en
utilisant des exemples de planification urbaine et rurale,
d’infrastructures et d’architecture de paysage, ainsi que
d’autres pratiques managériales et culturelles. Comment
les paysages façonnent-ils des attitudes spécifiques dans
la matrice des distinctions géographiques et sociales qui
composent l’environnement canadien? Quel rôle les individus et les institutions jouent-ils dans la (re)formation de
frontières socio-naturelles et socio-politiques en réagissant
au climat, aux conditions météorologiques et à la géologie? Et comment ces limites portent-elles sur les individus
qui travaillent et habitent dans les villes et les paysages?
Les auteurs devraient aller au-delà des notions romantiques de « nature sauvage » afin d’examiner comment le
paysage est un concept culturellement distinct et souple
susceptible de forces économiques, politiques et sociales.
Les articles soulevant des questions historiographiques
ou méthodologiques sont particulièrement bien accueillis, tout comme les chercheurs d’autres domaines tels que
les études visuelles, le folklore, la géographie, l’histoire de
l’environnement et la science et la technologie.
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A Place About Now: Floating Architecture & Utopic Imagination in Atlantic Artist-Run Culture
Amanda Shore, Concordia University

In September 2017, a floating art gallery was erected in Charlottetown, PEI during a transnational gathering of artist-run
centres. The Floating Warren was a flexible venue built on a modular interlocking dock system, and in its four-day lifespan, it hosted a pirate radio station, artist talks, performances, and underwater snorkelling investigations. The site-responsive structure shifted with the waterways of Epekwitk, the Mi’kmaq name for the territory known as Prince Edward
Island, which translates to “animate thing is lying in the water.”1 A collaboration between settler and Indigenous artists,
the Floating Warren posited the question, “what holds us together?” The Floating Warren offers a glimpse into the artistrun ethos that informs temporary space-making in Atlantic Canada. In a geographically marginalized region with low
provincial arts funding and fraught colonial relations, artist-run spaces often have short lifespans.2 This paper asks, do
temporary utopic artist-run spaces simply emphasize the gap between dream and reality for artists and cultural workers?
Or do they have the emancipatory potential to shape the lived realities faced by artist-run centres within the Canadian
culture system? Informed by anecdotal and theoretical accounts of artist-run culture, and utopian discourse, this paper
critically examines how Atlantic artist-run spaces take place – both occurring temporally, and occupying territory spatially.
Stephanie Inglis, “Transliteration and Morphological Analysis of Mi’kmaq PEI Place Names,” Charlottetown: Mi’kmaq Confederacy of Prince Edward
Island, October 2007. Accessed February 24, 2018. http://mcpei.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Mi_kmaq_Place_Names.pdf.
2
MDR Burgess Consultants, “The Distinct Role of Artist-Run Centres in the Canadian Visual Arts Ecology” (Ottawa: Canada Council for the Arts,
October 13, 2011), 44.
1

Monumentalizing the Mundane: The Domination of Difficult Topographies and the Renewal
of Saint John, New Brunswick
Benjamin Peterson, Carleton University

Modernist architecture and planning profoundly changed the experience of cities in Canada. In the decades since, critical
attention has tended to focus on large urban centers; however, older regional centers offer compelling case studies in the
history of Canadian modernism. Building on the pioneering work of John Leroux, this paper examines what I term ‘monuments of the architectural mundane’ in Saint John, New Brunswick. It seeks to bridge the gap between an extensive,
local literature and national narratives of Canadian architectural history. My paper will argue that modernist planning,
as first introduced in John Campbell Merrett’s 1946 Master Plan for the City and County of Saint John, sought to conquer
and dominate difficult topographies—both physical and social—in Saint John. Once Canada’s fourth largest, life in the
city of Saint John was governed by systems of living passed down from its Victorian forbearers. Reconstruction meant a
cataclysmic re-alignment of city life. I argue that the structures erected during urban renewal are important agents of the
nation present in Saint John. Modernist ‘monuments’ are received as markers of progress – as indications of inclusion for
a city that scrounged in the shadow of the Saint Lawrence Seaway. From reconstruction, Saint John merged aptly within
the normative expectations of the government and its cultural policy documents. While doing so, however, Saint John
became less of itself – having sacrificed its characteristic rapport with the sea and hundreds of years’ worth of associated
cultural praxis in its attempts to ‘modernize’ and thrive.
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“This house was built by Newfoundlanders”: Race, Reconstruction, and Self-help Landscapes
in Southern Newfoundland
Dustin Valen, McGill University

This paper discusses rural reconstruction in Newfoundland as a site for cultural and environmental education. It focuses
on the self-help community created in 1939 on Newfoundland’s south coast near Marystown and supervised by the
American social reformer and amateur architect Mary Ellicott Arnold. During the 1930s, Arnold taught self-reliance and
economic cooperation throughout the Atlantic region. In addition to highlighting Arnold’s role in spreading the self-help
movement to Newfoundland, this paper explores how homesteading was used to resist “racial degeneration” within British settler societies. British theorists and cultural commentators believed that cultivation and cultivated landscapes were
central to Anglo-Saxon racial identities. Yet, in Newfoundland they discovered a country that was economically, socially,
and environmentally incompatible with this belief. British authorities were especially embarrassed at having to rule over
an all-white population of European descent following the collapse of Newfoundland’s independent government in 1933.
In 1934, they initiated a Land Resettlement Program in order to rehabilitate families’ social and moral standards by making them self-reliant homesteaders. In Marystown, architecture was a critical component of this program since, in addition to pursuing farming and other home-based industries, settlers were required to build their own homes using money
and expertise provided by the state. Authorities used architecture to smooth over aspects of Newfoundland’s reality that
were incongruous with the moral and aesthetic sensibilities of British audiences, and preached self-reliance and individual responsibility to Newfoundlanders in an effort to make them conform to British racial stereotypes.
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Session|Séance
Places, Spaces, and the Modern World|Lieux, espaces et le monde moderne
Chair|Présidentes: Joan Coutu, Bojana Videkanic

Papers are invited that explore interactions between various socio-cultural and political narratives of Modernity (everyday life, history and memory, or political protest) with
the built environment in the Canadian context. Why do
we walk briskly through the Financial District but wander
through an Olmstedian park? What does it mean to work
in the paper mill and live in the company town? Why do we
build living history museums? This session explores how
aesthetics intertwine with economics, politics, and identity
to give shape to the built environment of modern Canada.

Des communications qui explorent les interactions entre plusieurs descriptifs socioculturels et politiques de la
modernité (la vie quotidienne, l’histoire, la mémoire, ou
la protestation politique) et l’environnement bâti dans
un contexte canadien sont invitées. Pour quelle raison
marche-t-on vivement partout dans le quartier financier,
mais on flâne le long des parcs olmstediens? Que veut dire
travailler dans l’usine de papier et habiter dans la même
ville? On construit les musées d’histoire ‘vivante’ à quel
but? Cet atelier analysera comment l’esthétique mélange
avec l’économie, la politique et l’identité pour dessiner
l’environnement bâti du Canada moderne.
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Vernacular Architecture and the Pursuit of Learning at Mount Allison University

Iain J. Robbé, Independent Scholar & David Mawhinney, Mount Allison University & Barbara A. McNutt, Independent
Scholar
During the 1950s, socio-cultural and political environments on the Mount Allison University campus were facing significant challenges. These included increasing enrolment, lack of capital, income insecurity, and identity definition following
the recent closures of the Ladies’ College, Male Academy, and Commercial College as identified in Reid’s seminal history.1
This paper identifies the key buildings on the campus and discusses how the students experienced the architecture and
interacted with other people to adapt to these challenges. The buildings include Owens Art Gallery (1895) and Hart Hall
(1910, 1920), architect E. Burke; Memorial Library (1927), Science Building (1931), and Centennial Hall (renovation 1934),
architect A. R. Cobb; and Fawcett Hall, architect W. M. Mitchell. Many of these buildings remain in use today and they
demonstrate the concept of generative buildings whereby space and social life influence the communities of learning.
The paper draws on the students’ experiences through researching the University’s archive and conducting interviews to
identify narratives of everyday life and history. It concludes by discussing how vernacular architecture (geography, tradition, society, culture, and anthropology) influenced the students’ pursuit of learning in the 1950s and helped to define
the University’s identity based on social justice and intellectual excellence.2 These definitions set up the major developments in the 1960s and led to Maclean’s continuing high ranking of Mount Allison University.
1
2

John G. Reid. Mount Allison University: A History, to 1963. Volume II: 1914–1963. (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984) 220.
Ibid., 352.

Building Citizens for Tomorrow: Designing the Postwar School in Ontario
Jessie Gamarra, Carleton University

Following the Second World War, the elementary school was recognized by architects, educators, and policymakers as
an environment that was crucial to the formation of nationhood. As contemporary pedagogy engaged the child as an
active participant in the educational process, these educational goals could not be achieved in the fixed and enclosed
pioneer’s schoolhouse. Thus a new form emerged in architectural discourse and policy that sought to embody the newly
crucial ideologies of democracy and individual freedom in design. Typically a one-storey brick and steel-framed building
characterized by large windows and lawns, the postwar school emphasized the physical and emotional well-being of the
student through ‘child-centred’ design that drew primarily from the users’ needs. This functional and flexible space for
learning encouraged health, movement, and the democratization of the classroom. The school was no longer discussed
as just a building, but as a tool. This paper thus seeks to study postwar architectural discourse through an analysis of
contemporary school architecture and design. I will examine the visual and spatial tactics employed by and developed
through architecture, pedagogy, civic planning, and the lived experience, as a practice of nationhood and institutional
power.

Cities in The City

Gerry Kisil, Artist/Alberta College of Art and Design & Alan Dunning, Artist/University of Calgary
The arts are central in identifying evolving cultural aspects of architectural design and urban development. Like Plato’s
Realm of Becoming, the polis is in a constant state of becoming something else through lived experiences and spatiotemporal events that suggests both time and space are fluid. According to French philosopher Paul Virilio, deprived
of objective limits, architectural elements drift in an electronic ether devoid of dimensions but inscribed with a single
temporality. I would like to propose a paper that examines a locative-media art project by Canadian artists Alan Dunning
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and the late Paul Woodrow entitled Mirages des Ville. This project sets out to deliberately exploit the random occurrence
of false positives in the collection of raw data generated by human subjects moving through city spaces. The objective is
to look at how we might perceive space differently through the lenses of the misheard, the half-heard and the imagined.
This fragmented, poetic, and digitally produced material is used to create new landmarks, street names, maps, and other
visual and audio ephemera that can be used to re-characterize the urban setting. This mixing of realities might suggest
that the digital and physical are layered or intersecting, however, the artists believe that something else is being produced in this approach. In the folds or creases between the virtual and physical, between data space and geographical
space. Sometimes these folds don’t just mix realities but they produce their own reality. They can in this sense produce
other spaces—like Foucault’s heterotopias—spaces that have more layers of meaning or relationships to other places
than immediately meets the eye. Physical structures can retain a sense of time or place, a sense of the stories and events
that were once told or took place there and are now embedded into their walls. The senses provide an interesting entry
point into these memories, a site for recovering forgotten or erased experiences that reintegrate the sensorial with the
material, countering the notion of fragmentation proposed by Modernity.

The Modernist Mass Housing Project Sitting in Montreal’s Quartier des Spectacles
(and What to do With it)
Guillaume Ethier, Université du Québec à Montréal

The Quartier des Spectacles, a vast project launched in 2002 that encompasses diverse urban design interventions in a
kilometer square sector of downtown Montreal, is a great example of cultural urbanism. But while the Quartier’s visual
identity displays a cohesive façade, a big portion of its territory (10%) is actually occupied by an enclosed housing project, the Habitations Jeanne-Mance (HJM), a functionalist complex built in the 1950s that 1,800 low-income dwellers call
home. The research project summarized in this talk deals with the inherent tension between these two territories. If the
site of HJM appears somewhat “out of place” in the Quartier, the first years of cohabitation have seen a desire on both
sides of the fence to revitalize, aestheticize and open up the public grounds of the housing complex. The current negotiation of the socio-spatial barriers between the two sectors thus seems to produce promising results, but in the long run,
we wonder if this invasive strategy will not enhance the speculative pressure to erase the social housing complex altogether. Interviews with a wide range of public and private representatives as well as with tenants led us to investigate different approaches to protect the formal spatial qualities—and thus the privacy of the tenants—of this pristine example
of modern architecture and urbanism in downtown Montreal.
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Session|Séance
On Current Indigenous Architecture and Planning: Cultural Cues and Place
Making|L’architecture et l’urbanisme autochtones présents et futurs: l’aménagement et les
indices culturels
Chair|Président: Daniel Millette
This will be the eleventh consecutive year whereby a dialogue related to planning and architecture on Indigenous
lands is facilitated, first initiated at the Society for the Study
of Architecture in Canada’s Annual Conference in Yellowknife in 2008.

Cette séance représente la onzième année consécutive
où un dialogue est facilité à propos de l’urbanisme et de
l’architecture sur les territoires autochtones – initié pour la
première fois au congrès annuel de la Société pour l’étude
de l’architecture au Canada à Yellowknife en 2008.

This session seeks to make direct connections between
traditional use / traditional design tenets, and contemporary use / contemporary planning and building practices.
The ways traditional design cues are embodied within
community plans, architectural projects and specific placemaking initiatives are particularly important to the way
we understand Indigenous architecture and planning. In
particular, how traditional design knowledge is transferred
and in turn manifested within planning and architecture,
how places facilitate the intersection of cultures, and how
new initiatives in planning and architecture aim to change
design praxis have been central to the related SSAC conference sessions for over ten years. We have sought to look
at specific examples of clear, regardless of how subtle,
expressions of knowledge transfer, from collective memory
to built outcome, whether designed by professionals or by
non-pedigreed planners or architects. This year’s session
continues the dialogue.

Cette séance vise à établir des liens directs entre les
principes de l’utilisation traditionnelle / la conception
traditionnelle, et l’utilisation contemporaine / la planification et les pratiques de construction contemporaine. Les
façons dont les repères de conception traditionnels sont
ancrés dans les plans communautaires, les projets architecturaux et les initiatives de création de lieux spécifiques
sont particulièrement importantes pour la façon dont
nous comprenons l’architecture et la planification autochtones. Les façons dont les lieux facilitent l’intersection des
cultures et comment les nouvelles initiatives en matière de
planification et d’architecture visent à modifier les pratiques de conception ont été au cœur de ces séances de la
SÉAC depuis plus de dix ans. Nous nous sommes efforcés
d’examiner des exemples précis de transferts transparents,
quelle que soit leur subtilité, du transfert de connaissances, de la mémoire collective aux résultats construits, qu’ils
soient conçus par des professionnels ou par des planificateurs ou des architectes non pédigrées. La session de cette
année poursuit le dialogue.
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Indigenous Environmental Knowledge and Relationality in the Work of Alfred Waugh
Rebecca Lemire, Concordia University

In his 2009 publication Research is Ceremony: Indigenous Research Methods Shawn Wilson (Opaskwayak Cree) discusses
the idea that in an Indigenous context “knowledge itself is held in the relationships and connections formed with the
environment that surrounds us.”1 In this paper I argue that Chipewyan architect Alfred Waugh is harnessing Indigenous
methodologies based in relationality, place-based knowledge, and non-linear perceptions of time that should be seen
as related to but separate from Western environmental building practices. While these innovative approaches to design
should arguably be applied to the field as a whole, they first and foremost should be used to empower Indigenous communities.
1

Shawn Wilson, Research is Ceremony: Indigenous Research Methods (Black Point, N.S.: Fernwood Pub, 2008), 87.

New Trends in Environmental Design on Indigenous Lands

Daniel Millette, Carleton University/First Nation Land Management Resource Centre
This paper will highlight an important trend in the field of Environmental Design on Indigenous lands. Prior to European
contact, Indigenous planning and architecture were manifested as a holistic practice, whereby the design process did not
differentiate between conceived and lived space. The design of space included built form, siting and the coalescing of the
two. As the colonial apparatus installed itself upon the landscape, “architecture” and “planning” were accessed separately to impose colonial will. Settlement (reserve) planning and (reserve) housing were used in the service of European rule.
Orthogonal grid plans, for example, became the norm, as did template houses. More recently, a gradual shift is occurring, whereby Indigenous communities are increasingly closely guiding planning and architectural design processes. The
grid-plan is thus being discarded, as an approach that is more closely aligned to what we might call Indigenous placemaking is taking hold. The paper will provide examples of the Indigenous-led shift in approach.

Collaborative Indigenous Design: The Museum At Warm Springs
Anne Lawrason Marshall, University of Idaho

It is not clear how to design culturally appropriate architecture that meets the needs of contemporary Indigenous communities. Although historical forms may have some cultural relevance, they do not necessarily represent who an Indigenous group is today and they are unlikely to accommodate contemporary building programs. Because few Indigenous
people practice architecture, many Indigenous clients hire design professionals from outside of their communities. Fundamental differences in world views, ways of thinking, and modes of communication challenge both Indigenous clients
and their architects. How do Indigenous clients and their designers overcome these challenges? This paper examines
processes of creating a tribal museum, The Museum At Warm Springs, on the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs
Reservation of Oregon. The focus is to understand what critical activities Tribal members, designers, and others did to
create a museum whose architecture represents and serves its community. The paper also considers how people did
things so as to honor Indigenous traditions. Interviews with Tribal members, designers, and others were central sources
for the research. Other sources include meeting minutes, correspondence, Tribal resolutions, and the Tribal newspaper,
as well as visual sources. This study revealed that collaboration—within the interdisciplinary design team and between
designers and Tribal members—was key. The landscape architect, architects, and an interior architect worked collaboratively with each other and with tribal members, beginning with an on-site design workshop. Tribal members shared
cultural knowledge with designers who adapted to Indigenous modes of communication, all beginning with an on-site
design workshop.
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Session|Séance
Current Research|Recherches actuelles
Chair|Présidents: Michael Windover, Candace Iron, Hilary Grant, Marc Grignon

This session invites papers concerning any aspect of the
built environment in Canada that do not fit into one of the
proposed thematic sessions.

Cet atelier accueillera les communications qui traitent de
l’environnement bâti au Canada mais ne correspondent
pas aux thématiques proposées dans le cadre des autres
ateliers.

Part 1 (Chair|Président: Michael Windover)
A Lost City: Ian MacEachern’s Photographs of Saint John
John Leroux, University of New Brunswick

From the 1950s through the 1970s, cities throughout North America engaged in disruptive periods of massive urban
renewal of older, poorer areas. Neighbourhoods were razed to make way for freeways, housing projects, public amenities, sports arenas, and subdivisions. Planned communities replaced older urban neighbourhoods that had evolved over
generations. Maritime native Ian MacEachern worked for CHSJ-TV in Saint John, New Brunswick from 1962 to 1966, and
he witnessed the profound transformation of Canada’s oldest city as it was buffeted by the forces of reconstruction and
modernization. He also carefully recorded the life of the city, its neighbourhoods, its residents, its architecture and social
life in hundreds of photographs during that time. Like the documentary photographic works of Walker Evans, Dorothy
Lange, and Henri Cartier-Bresson, MacEachern’s photographs embody an extraordinary power in their honest depictions
of fleeting moments in a changing city and a raw humanity at a time of massive urban and social change. In many cases
the stories, points of view, and simple visual records of those who lived in these pre-renewal areas were not recorded
or taken into account, leaving an enormous gap in our collective memory. Often, it was the artist or writer who took the
time and effort to record this fast-disappearing section of urban life. Ian MacEachern’s work speaks to so much beyond
the port city: modernism arriving to Canada, poverty/hope, social change, urban decay, historical streetscapes, the passing of generations, postwar spirit, and the universality of humanity through capturing a particular place.

The Tall Building Photographically Considered: Camera Work in the Formation of the Late
Modern Canadian City
Jill Delaney, Library and Archives Canada

Architectural historians routinely use photographs of buildings and places for research, illustration and pleasure. Using
the Dominion Bridge Company of Canada’s archive of marketing material for the iconic Place Ville Marie and Toronto Dominion Centre buildings, this paper explores a deeper relation between architecture and photography which developed
with the rise of the curtain wall skyscraper in Canada. Within the rapid technological and urban evolution of the 1950s
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and 1960s, developments in both architecture and photography led to a dialogic relationship which simultaneously celebrated and masked the function of the tall building within the space of the late capitalist city. The records of Dominion
Bridge, by far the dominant supplier of structural steel for tall buildings in Canada, reveal how it exploited this new visual
discourse to re-position itself in Canada’s postwar urbanisation thrust. By considering the interplay of architecture and
photography in the high modernist aesthetic of the curtain wall skyscraper, this paper explores how the marketing of
Dominion Bridge’s structural steel helped to consolidate its role in the urbanisation of Montreal, Toronto and the modernist Canadian city.

Discovering the Artist Behind the Doors of the Chateau Dufresne
Joanne Birtz, Independent Scholar

In 1930, when coming to visit at either of the semi-detached homes that together are known as the Chateau Dufresne, a
guest would have arrived in front of a pair of beautifully crafted and ornate wrought iron doors. The doors were added to
the Chateau sometime in the 1920s. Since their addition, they appear on most photographs taken of the Chateau’s exterior. Although almost every architectural and decorative detail of the Chateau is identified and explained in detail, there
is no significant information in the museum’s publications on its outstanding doors. Biographical research on the prolific
and talented wrought iron artist Pancrace Balangero who crafted ornamental wrought iron in Montreal between 1914
and 1957 brought the author to the doorstep of the Chateau. In the paper, the trail that led to the doorstep is detailed.
Relationships to architects and artists connected to the Chateau are exposed. The part played by wealthy Montrealers in
the rise of Balangero’s career is documented. Balangero’s style and stylistic tell tales are examined. Multiple professional
photographs of works by Balangero that resonate with the style and ornamentation of the doors are presented in the appendices. Successful, well-known and sought after during his working life, Balangero fell into anonymity after his death.
Projects such as this one contribute to assuring him a well-deserved place in the annals of Quebecois and Canadian art,
architecture and heritage.

Part 2 (Chair|Présidente: Candace Iron)
Newfoundland House and the Ambiguities of Modernity
Steven Mannell, Dalhousie University

Commissioned by Premier Joey Smallwood as part of his controversial “Russwood Ranch” pig farm, Newfoundland House
commands a prominent view across a reflecting pond from Roaches Line, and was long an inescapable landmark on the
route from St. John’s to the summer vacation area of Conception Bay South. The house was filled with gifts of tribute to
the last Father of Confederation from industrial, mining and development interests. Smallwood intended that the house
be used after his death as a summer guest house for the Premier and Lieutenant-Governor. It was deeded to the province for a dollar in 1962, but was returned to the Smallwood family in 1990 after years of neglect. This paper discusses
the design and reception of Newfoundland House in the context of regional modern architecture, and in relation to the
dilemmas of progress in post-Confederation Newfoundland.
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Domestic Boundaries

Christina Gray, University of California, Los Angeles
Canadian architect Arthur Erickson lived in a converted garage, what he liked to refer to as a “non-conformist garage.”
As a young, pinched practitioner Erickson had purchased an empty lot in Vancouver with only a garage built upon it with
the hope of building himself a showcase home. Erickson maintained the property until his death, never building the
house and instead continuing to renovate the garage as his home. With this unorthodox arrangement, Erickson came
into conflict with both his neighbors and city officials on numerous occasions over the non-compliance of his non-conformist home with a number of city ordinances and zoning by-laws. The fact that Erickson enthusiastically flaunted the
rules, raising the profile of his unconventional living arrangement by throwing lavish parties for potential clients, only
increased the strain with local officials. This tension between experimentation and compliance mapped onto Erickson’s
own unresolved and inter-related struggles over respecting site specificity and strengthening the professional status of
architects as visionary leaders. While Erickson was often quick to point to the climatic and topographic qualities of a site
as the genesis of architectural form, he often chose to overlook the political context of zoning as a formal influence upon
a site. Similarly, Erickson was known to decry the damaging effects of the over-professionalization of city planning which
he characterized as creating an untenable bureaucracy entrapping and disabling the architect from realizing visionary
schemes. Because Erickson was his own client, he was willing enough to push the non-compliance of his home to the
point where these underlying tensions came into open conflict. The case of Erickson’s garage reveals his fraught position
on architectural exceptionalism within civic regulation and in so doing illustrates the schisms that erupted as planning established itself more firmly as an autonomous discipline in relationship to architecture during the late twentieth century.

Smoking at Home: Rapid Urbanization, Straight Pipes, Declining Fish Stocks and a Marked
Increase in Recreational Usage has Changed the Traditional Habit of Smoking at Home; Conserving the Domestic Smoke House
Gregory MacNeil, Gregory MacNeil Architects

Smoking fish in Nova Scotia was once an essential food preservation activity; large amounts of salt and long smoking
times were used. Before the Atlantic salmon became an endangered species many fishers had domestic smoke houses to
process the fresh salmon available from local waters. The LaHave River is a 60 mile long Nova Scotia waterway running
from its source in Annapolis County directly to the Atlantic Ocean through the LaHave River estuary. At the turn of the
nineteenth century the waterway was a hub that supported numerous waterfront communities and industries dependant on agriculture, lumber, fishing, and manufacturing. With urbanization and rural depopulation, today only 1/3 to 1/2
of all traditional buildings are occupied year round. Unregulated indoor plumbing installed during the early twentieth
century allowed owners adjacent the LaHave River to select straight pipe systems to release untreated wastewater. Fecal matter changes the oxygen content of water and can stress fish populations as much as overfishing. The vernacular
smoke houses of the LaHave River system that once influenced diet, created the sense of place, scale and identity are all
but gone. This paper will examine the documentation and conservation of a LaHave River smoke house built and used
by a traditional inshore fisher. The author has researched vernacular smoke houses along Nova Scotia’s coastline and has
recently restored a LaHave River smoke house as a relic of the past and brought it to working order to conserve both the
tangible and intangible heritage.
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Part 3 (Chair|Présidente: Hilary Grant)
La désignation des établissements scolaires : l’exemple de l’ancien collège normal de Truro
(Nouvelle-Écosse), récemment recommandé par la CLMHC à titre de lieu historique national
du Canada
Christine Boucher, Parcs Canada

À ce jour, la Commission des lieux et monuments historiques du Canada (CLMHC) a recommandé la désignation de
nombreuses écoles à travers le pays en raison de leurs valeurs historiques et/ou architecturales. La toute dernière de ses
recommandations en matière d’établissements d’enseignement concerne l’ancien collège normal de Truro, en NouvelleÉcosse, un bâtiment construit en 1877-1879 par le ministère provincial de l’Éducation pour la formation des maîtres.
Ayant servi de collège normal jusqu’en 1961, il témoigne du mouvement implanté au pays au cours de la seconde moitié
du XIXe siècle pour normaliser et améliorer la formation des enseignants. Point de repère majeur au sein du centre-ville
de Truro, ce bâtiment monumental de trois étages en brique conçu selon les plans de l’architecte néo-écossais Henry
Frederick Busch constitue un excellent exemple d’architecture de style Second Empire. Il a toutefois subi un certain
nombre de modifications au fil des ans, lesquelles ont altéré considérablement l’intégrité de sa conception esthétique
intérieure. Heureusement, l’intégrité de sa conception esthétique extérieure a été maintenue, et ce, grâce aux travaux de
préservation effectués au moment de sa récente réhabilitation en bibliothèque municipale en 2016. Cette communication cherche à examiner les raisons de désignation de ce bâtiment à titre de lieu historique national dans le contexte de
l’éventail des commémorations de niveau fédéral en matière d’établissements d’enseignement. Elle se penchera de plus
sur la question de l’intégrité et de la réhabilitation des bâtiments proposés à titre de lieux historiques nationaux potentiels auprès de la CLMHC.

Inhabiting Memory: Ambiguity, Dissipation, Multiplicity
Scott Irvine, University of Manitoba

Memory is not something that is wholly contained in the mind; our brain extends the mind into the environment itself.
Alva Noe writes “we ourselves are distributed, dynamically spread-out, world-involving beings. We are not world representers” and invokes Merleau-Ponty’s memorable phrase ”empty heads turned toward the world.” Thus, there is no
simple division to be made between our mind and the environments that we experience. How is this actualized in our
experience of architecture and landscape, and how might the built environment reflect the operation of memory and the
interplay between our minds and the environment? We might consider reversing status quo assumptions about how we
establish narratives and seek historical truths. Semir Zeki states that “a neurobiologically based definition of ambiguity
is the opposite of the dictionary definition; it is not uncertainty, but certainty—the certainty of many, equally plausible
interpretations.” If we consider ambiguity and the inherent flaws of memory to be about affirming many truths, then it
is no longer the primary goal to establish a single uniform experience of a place, or create a master narrative. Instead we
can envision an environment that challenges our minds, and engages us to follow the narratives that we hold through a
space, realizing geographer Doreen Massey’s concept of a multiplicity of trajectories. This research is undertaken in the
context of Thunder Bay, as the collective psyche of the Fort William neighbourhood struggles to understand the role of
the remaining industrial relics to the memory of its industrial heritage.
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Some Stories Need to be Told: Lessons from the Grave of Andy Warhol
S. Holyck Hunchuck, Independent Scholar

“Some stories need to be told again and again. Every generation forgets.” - David Demchuk, 2017.1
At first glance, the grave of Andy Warhol (1928-1987) in the St. John the Baptist Byzantine Catholic Cemetery at Bethel
Park, Pennsylvania, would appear to have little of art historical significance to it: he is buried next to his parents, impoverished Rusyn immigrants2 Ondrei and Iulia Warhola (1889-1942 and 1892-1972, respectively), and his grave, like theirs,
is marked only by a small, grey headstone inscribed with a few lines of text. Yet it has become the site for ongoing art
interventions of two kinds: visitors continually ornament it with items that allude to Warhol’s paintings (such as CocaCola bottles and Campbell’s Soup cans); since 2013, it has also been the subject of an official video-installation project,
viewable in real time, 24 hours per day.3 While these interventions underscore the critical dismissal of Warhol as merely,
“the guy who paints the soup cans and knows all the movie stars,”4 this paper argues that his grave—and the art that
has sprung up around it—suggest there are other “stories that need to be told” about this artist, his life, and his work
aside from the perception that he was concerned only with Americana, the conspicuous consumption of manufactured
goods, and the celebrity status that accompanies mass-media exposure. This paper examines the significance to Warhol’s
work of some of those “other stories.” These include the legacy of intergenerational trauma among the Rusyns, such as
its colonialization and ethnic cleansing in Europe; its displacement to and disenfranchisement in the Americas; and its
history of food trauma in both locations. It does so through particular reference to Canadian Prairie monuments to these
and similar events built by ethno-cultural groups related to the Rusyns, as well as to Warhol’s own Brillo Boxes (1962),
installed in the permanent collection the National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.
I wish to thank Bill Warchow, Ottawa, for his insights into Warhol/Warchola/Varchola/Warchow family history in Europe and the Americas, and
Alexandra Opar, Ottawa for hers into Lemko/Rusyn arts and folkways.
David Demchuk, The Bone Mother (Peterborough, 2017), 87.
Rusyns (also known as Carpatho-Rusyns, Lemkos, and Rusnaks) are small, distinct, and oftentimes oppressed ethnic-minority group from the heart
of Europe. They are generally considered to be the Westernmost members of the Eastern Slavic peoples, and to be most closely related to Ukrainians. Their ancestral settlements are scattered across what is today Hungary, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, and Ukraine.
3
Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh. Available at: http//www.warhol.org/andy_warhols_life/figment.
4
Robert Hughes, “The Rise of Andy Warhol,” New York Review of Books, 18 February 1982.
1
2

Part 4 (Chair|Président: Marc Grignon)
Environmental Architecture in Canada, 1970-2015
Steven Mannell, Dalhousie University

The first Earth Day in 1970 inspired a flowering of ecological architecture in Canada, yielding buildings such as the Ark for
Prince Edward Island (1976) which sought a symbiotic relationship with the surrounding ecologies. The oil crisis of the
mid-1970s sparked a shift in building design towards alternative sources and drastic energy conservation, exemplified
by the Joseph Shepherd Government of Canada Building in Toronto (1978). After the collapse of oil prices in the early
1980s, ecological concerns largely disappeared from architectural thinking, until the recognition of global climate change
at the Rio Earth Summit of 1992 led to a reawakening. The C.K. Choi Institute at UBC (1996) pioneered integrated multidisciplinary design, natural ventilation and recycled materials, foreshadowing elements of LEED (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design). York University’s Computer Science Building (2002) began the move of environmental approaches from the funky margins of practice towards integration with mainstream professional design. Toronto’s Tower
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Renewal Project (2008), Winnipeg’s Manitoba Hydro Place (2010), and the Wood Innovation and Design Centre in Prince
George BC (2015) represent the broad range of strategic goals and technical approaches presently deployed by architects
in pursuit of a sustainable built environment. This paper surveys the evolution of environmental architecture in Canada
since 1970, considering its many successes while also pondering the risk that new, high-performance buildings may be in
part a distraction from addressing the unsustainability of Canada’s vast stock of existing buildings and neighbourhoods,
and their built-in commuter energy demands.

Cliff Street Heating Plant: A Quiet Masterwork in a Cultural Landscape
James J. Maddigan, Robertson Martin Architects

John A. Pearson is one of the great Canadian architects who, with his partner Frank Darling, designed many significant
buildings across Canada, even practicing in the Dominion of Newfoundland to rebuild St. John’s after the great fire of
1892. Pearson with Jean-Omer Marchand, is most famous for designing the new Centre Block in Ottawa, to replace the
original Centre Block destroyed by fire in 1916. A masterpiece landmark, blending then current Beaux Arts classical and
symmetrical architectural tendencies with an asymmetrical High Gothic style, integrating with the remaining original
Gothic buildings in their Picturesque landscape. Pearson also left another quiet masterwork in the western part of the
larger Federal Precinct, that was a successful insertion into the landscape and urban planning of the time, with relevancy
even today – the Cliff Street Heating Plant. The plant was designed to provide centralized heating for the Centre Block
and other buildings in the precinct around 1918. Now 100 years after this seemingly benign and nondescript structure
was designed and built, the plant is due to be replaced as part of a larger infrastructure project to meet Federal Government commitments to reduce Green House Gas (GHG) emissions. While working with a multi-disciplinary team to
determine the new plant requirements and meeting current landscape and urban planning guidance, parallels to the
original building design analysis and implementation were revealed along with new insights. This paper will explore these
parallels and revelations, demonstrating that masterful design, sensitive to the landscape and urban setting is possible
without being obtrusive.

Maintaining the Character of a Place: Three Divergent Approaches in Built Heritage
Matt C. Reynolds, Dalhousie University

Newfoundland has a culture of repairing, maintaining, and adapting buildings as their function changes. Practicality is
intrinsically linked with the building culture, however the knowledge, skills, and local materials that were once common
are on a steady decline. As people move to city centres an increasing amount of buildings lie vacant with little hope of
reuse. This paper takes a critical approach to Architectural Conservation and the stewardship of built heritage. The context is established through a brief history of the development of Heritage Conservation; an exploration of key charters,
guidelines, standards, principles, and manuals; and the study of relevant local approaches in built history. Using the site
of a vacant wooden school building in the town of Bonavista, three distinct approaches are tested: incorporated and layered (seen in the work Peter Zumthor and Raphael Moneo); accentuated and protected (Sverre Fehn and Carlos Scarpa);
and a more typical functional and practical local response (Bonavista Vernacular). In an effort to help us understand what
lies in ambiguous texts, the presentation will explore drawings and visualization to build a graphic dictionary of tactics
and push three divergent strategies as far as possible. Exploring themes of maintenance, repair, and adaptation of built
heritage, how might we clarify our language and architectural strategy to foster a more constructive dialogue in Architectural Conservation?
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